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 Modest Musorgsky is considered a composer of masterful vocal, symphonic, and piano 

works. His songs and song cycles distinguish themselves as evocative of the broad spectrum of 

Russian experience. However, Musorgsky’s early songs have not received as much attention as 

his larger works, such as Boris Godunov or Pictures at an Exhibition. Musorgsky’s early songs, 

from 1857-1867, show the composer’s affinity for lyrical expression, be it brightly melodious, 

impassioned, or within a comical or satirical vein. He portrays Russian life through a mixture of 

different genres such as the Russian romance, the ballad, the operatic aria, and also vaudeville. 

This study focuses on Musorgsky’s choice of texts, his penning of several of them, and the way 

he incorporates them within each song. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Scholars from Russia, Western Europe, and the United States have studied much of 

Modest Musorgsky’s vocal music in fine detail. A number of these scholars have frequently 

discussed two of his five operas, Boris Godunov and Khovanshchina, and his song cycle, Songs 

and Dances of Death, (Pesni i Pliaski Smerti),
1
 with a great deal of enthusiasm.

2
 Yet, with only a 

few exceptions, scholars have given decidedly less attention to Musorgsky’s other art songs. 

These compositions represent a sizeable body of work: sixty-seven songs, some unfinished, 

including four song cycles. Scholars writing on Musorgsky’s songs, including Michel 

Calvocoressi and Gerald Abraham, have also placed greater emphasis on Musorgsky’s later 

songs and song cycles and not on his early songs. One of my purposes is to assess the existing 

work on Musorgsky’s early songs by scholars around the world, though I intend to focus on the 

scholarship by European, American, and Russian authors.   

 I present six of the early songs, three of which have two versions. The fundamental aim 

of my thesis is to show that in his early songs, Musorgsky employs three basic types of lyricism 

for which he has not been given sufficient credit: 1. A bright, melodiously exuberant lyricism 

often found in a 19
th

-century romance, 2. A decidedly more brooding, impassioned, and even 

aggressive lyricism and 3. A comic or even satirical discourse or interaction. Lastly, when 

Musorgsky presents these lyricisms, he often employs compositional elements that are of an 

opposite (or near opposite) character. This creates dynamic emotional tension, but also songs of 

distinct and unique diversity, both musically, as well as literarily.    

  

                                                 
1
 I will use the Library of Congress’s transliteration system. 

2
 These scholars include Caryl Emerson, Evgenii Levashev, and Pavel Lamm.  
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Scholarship on the Early Songs 

 For the most part, Musorgsky’s early songs have been discussed mostly by Russian 

scholars. This may be because of their command of the language. Most of the songs are in 

Russian, but some are in German. Scholars and musicians might consider the language to be a 

barrier to understanding the songs and their compositional techniques. Translations of the songs 

from Russian into European and other languages are not always readily available.
3
 Vera Vasina-

Grossman, in her important study, Russian Classical 19
th

-Century Romance (1956), notes that 

“the compositions of (Musorgsky’s) early years,” including the vocal collection that he formed 

of his first eighteen songs,
4
 the Youthful Years (Iunye gody), “present a very great interest.” She 

asserts that in his early works, the majority of which were songs, “it is clearly apparent how his 

own relationship to art and reality grew.”
5
 Vasina-Grossman also holds that, already in these 

songs, Musorgsky stands “independent.”
6
 In his early songs, she writes, Musorgsky “introduces 

much that is new into the area of the ‘pure lyric,’” sometimes stretching from the form and 

character of a Russian romance, an originally 18
th

-century Russian song (romans in Russian) of 

tender lyrical and folk expression borrowed from the 18
th

 and 19
th

-century French romance, to 

add elements of a kind of “monologue,” seeking to blend and synthesize forms and expression, 

rather than to remain confined to just one model.
7
 Towards this, the six songs I present are from 

this early period (1857-1867), exactly a decade, of Musorgsky’s output.  

                                                 
3
 When discussing each individual song, I include both the Russian title and parts of the text of each song along with 

its English equivalent, as well as a full translation of each song into English in Appendix (A) that follows after the 

text of my thesis. The translations that I include are, unless indicated, my own. 

4
 The eighteenth song of the collection is actually Musorgsky’s setting for two voices of a popular 19

th
-century 

Tuscan song by Luigi Gordigiani, “Each Saturday I Light the Candle” (Ogni sabato avrete il lume acceso). 

5
 Vasina-Grossman. Russkii klassicheskii romans deviatnadtsatogo veka. (The Russian Classical 19

th
-Century 

Romance), 178.  

6
 Ibid., 178. 

7
 Ibid., 180. 
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 Vasina-Grossman also writes that understanding the role of lyricism in Musorgsky’s 

songs in particular is “essential to comprehend his compositions.”
8
 In a similar way, 

Musorgsky’s close friend and collaborator, the lyric poet, Arsenii Golenishchev-Kutuzov, noted 

that the composer’s natural inclination was “toward a pure, ideal poetry and beauty” and that 

Musorgsky could fill a work with “unaffected feeling and simplicity,”
9
 qualities that are not 

always attributed to Musorgsky’s works, in great part due to the overall fantastic or grand 

character of his most well-known works, Night on Bald Mountain (Noch’ na Lysoi Gore), 

Pictures at an Exhibition (Kartinki s Vystavki) and Boris Godunov, though each includes full 

sections of striking lyrical expression. Musorgsky also chose to set many lyric poems by such 

poets as Pushkin, Heine, Goethe, Shevchenko and Kol’tsov. He also wrote both lyric poems and 

more comic and satirical texts himself, or that were inspired by another author’s work, such as 

Flaubert’s historical novel, Salammbô, and Pushkin’s play, Boris Godunov. Moreover, 

Musorgsky, Gerald Abraham writes, eagerly sought beauty that came from Russian life and 

experience, rather than “formal beauty” that he saw as being achieved by a mechanical following 

of compositional rules and traditions.
10

 Thus, Musorgsky wrote to the well-known painter, Il’ia 

Repin in 1873, “It is the people I want to depict. . . integral, big, unpainted.”
11

    

 

Musorgsky’s Life and Music 

 Modest Musorgsky was born on March 21, 1839 (March 9 according to the Julian 

calendar), in Karevo, Russia, a village approximately a few hundred miles west of Moscow and 

                                                 
8
 Ibid., 196. 

9
 Golenishchev-Kutuzov. “Arsenii Golenishchev-Kutuzov,” 98. 

10
 Abraham, “Modest Musorgsky,” 131. 

11
 Musorgsky, The Musorgsky Reader, 215.  
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south of St. Petersburg, in the region of Pskov. His family owned land and highly valued the arts, 

as well as the livelihood and well-being of the serfs who resided on their land.  Modest and his 

older brother, Filaret, were allowed to interact with the peasants. Modest early on took a keen 

interest in participating in their singing, dancing, and story-telling. During his youth, Musorgsky 

studied French and German and also the piano. He avidly sought to become a piano virtuoso, and 

he showed much promise. In August of 1849, Modest’s father, Piotr, took him and his brother to 

St. Petersburg so that they could receive an excellent education. They began study at the 

Peterschule, a prestigious secondary school.  

 After completing the Peterschule in 1852, Modest and Filaret moved on to study at the 

Cadet School of the Imperial Guards in St. Petersburg, where Musorgsky would, in the same 

year, write his first piece, the “Porte-Enseigne Polka” for piano. During his time at the school, he 

played piano and also sang in the choir, possessing a very good baritone voice. In 1857, he and 

Filaret then joined the renowned Preobrazhensky Imperial Guards, also in St. Petersburg, though 

Modest would resign from it in 1858 with the rank of ensign to follow music, while Filaret 

would do the same in order to manage the Musorgsky estate.   

 Very significantly, in the same year, 1857, Musorgsky would first become acquainted 

with the members of the Balakirev Circle (Balakirevskii krug) in St. Petersburg, also known as 

the “Mighty Handful” (Moguchaia Kuchka), or currently, the “Mighty Five” or, simply the 

“Five.” The members of this influential group, Alexander Borodin, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, 

Milii Balakirev, Cesar Cui, and the group’s artistic and philosophical thinker, Vladimir Stasov, 

shared a passion for Russian classical and folk music, literature, dance, and painting which they 

felt should spring from Russian life and experience. This group would soon guide Musorgsky 

towards a life fully devoted to music, as a composer. 
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 In 1857, Musorgsky, inspired by the knowledge and enthusiasm of the Balakirev Circle, 

wrote his first song, “Where are You, Little Star?” (Gde ty, zviozdochka?), setting a lyric poem 

(ca. 1840s) by Nikolai Grekov, which is also the first song that I discuss. This song already 

shows that Musorgsky from the outset was often drawn to poetry of intense emotional 

expression, striking though still delicate renderings of nature, and the diverse elements of 

Russian folk literature and song. Also, Musorgsky would continue to write songs and song cycles 

throughout his life, though he would only live to be 42, due in great part to alcoholism.  This 

would be a great loss to the world of music. 

 Musorgsky would often perform his songs at private homes, simultaneously singing and 

accompanying himself on the piano. Half of the songs he wrote were in fact published during his 

lifetime and were thus performed by individuals privately. In the mid 1800s, art songs were not 

usually performed in public concerts. Instead, audiences preferred the performance of opera 

scenes or individual arias, along with concertos and symphonies, at “serious” concerts. This 

practice made the dissemination of Musorgsky’s songs to a broader audience more difficult, and, 

therefore, the Russian public outside of St. Petersburg would not have had a chance to become 

acquainted with all of Musorgsky’s songs.    

 Musorgsky, along with his colleagues of the Mighty Handful, held that art song could be 

equal to opera in that one individual’s own experience could be just as expressive of truth as that 

of an opera character, fictional or from actual history, and supported by decorations, a costume 

and an orchestra. He was also, as is well documented, extremely passionate in capturing the 

“sounds of human speech,”
12

 which he held as already being a kind of music,
13

 particularly that 

of the Russian language, though, as is mentioned above, he also set a good number of German 

                                                 
12

 Musorgsky, “Autobiographical Note,” (In The Musorgsky Reader), 419-420. 

13
 Ibid., 419. 
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poems, as well as arranged the Tuscan song, “Every Saturday I Light the Candle,” by Gordigiani.  

From the outset, Musorgsky was unequivocally drawn to the art of the combination of music and 

poetry in the art song, a “unity of song and word,”
14

 as well as to the writing of operas, and he 

would become a great master of vocal art. The scholar Michel Calvocoressi wrote that, in 

Musorgsky’s songs, more than “in any other field” one can perceive the fundamental “elements 

that constitute his contribution to the art of music.”
15

 Musorgsky treated each song as an 

individual and highly personal composition, even within a song cycle. He felt that each should be 

conceived as a “conversation”
16

 between the singer—and the accompanist—and the listener, and 

not a formal and unattainable vocal work in which the singer stands at a cold distance from the 

listener. 

 A scholar who studies Musorgsky’s early, and even his later, songs, readily finds his 

attraction to the expressive power of the many striking kinds of lyricisms that music is capable of 

expressing. I present here the three basic lyricisms which Musorgsky employs in his early songs, 

his frequent blending of them, as well as song genres. I intend to show the original way in which 

he counterbalances these lyricisms with contrasting, opposite compositional elements which, 

through their opposition, reveal the underlying psychological tension within each song. In his 

early songs, Musorgsky’s treatment of these particular lyrical qualities to portray each poetic 

text, alongside elements of contrasting character, are the fundamental reason for the songs’ 

significance for Russian, as well as world art song.    

 

 

                                                 
14

 Vasina-Grossman, The Russian Classical 19th-Century Romance, 174. 

15
 Calvocoressi, Mussorgsky, 62. 

16
 Musorgsky, “Autobiographical Note,” (In The Musorgsky Reader), 419.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 INVENTIVE LOVE SONGS 

 In Musorgsky’s first version of the first song he wrote, “Where are You, Little Star?” 

(Gde ty, zviozdochka?) written in 1857,
17

 and sub-titled “Rustic Song” (Sel’skaia pesnia), he sets 

Nikolai Grekov’s short lyric poem (ca. 1840s), which portrays the plight of a man whose beloved 

has perished, in the form of a protiazhnaia or “extended” Russian folk song, which dates back to 

the Russian Middle Ages (14
th

-17
th

 c.).
18

 In this kind of song, a folk composer, and later classical 

composers, sets a simple folk text through elevated lyricism to produce prolonged and 

heightened emotional state or states, often through striking embellishments, but within “forms 

(that) are very simple.”
19

 This kind of song was very highly esteemed and imitated in the 1850s 

and 1860s by the Mighty Handful.  

 Before beginning my specific discussion of “Where are You, Little Star” and the 

extremely varied lyricisms found in it and Musorgsky’s early songs, it is essential to define what 

“lyricism” means so that one can more easily recognize its different manifestations in 

Musorgsky’s vocal art. In my discussion, “lyricism” designates a musical or poetic expression 

that at its core possesses a somehow unforced, melodious and resonant quality, evoking human 

experience and, therefore, emotion. In many of its dictionary definitions, “lyricism” is considered 

“meant to be sung” and that it innately “sings.”
20

 Very importantly, “lyricism” often can be of 

different kinds: from amorous contemplation to sorrowful lamenting, and from expressing 

playful comic interaction to powerful, passionate proclamation. It is, therefore, the opposite of 

                                                 
17

 The order in which Musorgsky wrote the two versions is currently debated among many scholars, such as D. 

Brown and R. Taruskin (see Bibliography). For the purposes of my thesis, while keeping this possibility in mind, I 

discuss the simple, unorchestrated version first and the orchestrated version second. 

18
 Zemtsovsky, Russkaia Protiazhnaia Pesnia: Opyt issledovaniia, 15.  

19
 Beliaev, “The Russian Protiazhnaia ‘Prolonged’ Folk Song,” 165. 

20
 Oxford English Desk Dictionary and Thesaurus, 474.  
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the thoroughly prosaic, i.e., non-poetic, utterance. I intend to show in the following discussion of 

Musorgsky’s early songs that Musorgsky is a master of the implementation of lyrical expression, 

i.e. lyricism, in music, as well as in his treatment of the poetic texts he sets in each song.  

 Regarding Musorgsky’s setting of Grekov’s text in “Where are You, Little Star?” he 

chooses from the outset to retain Grekov’s modified trochaic hexameter. Although the listener is 

not usually aware of it, this poetic meter is naturally subsumed by the music’s rhythms and note 

values. The poem’s modified ABB ACC rhyme scheme, however, is easy to recognize.  

Musorgsky also chooses not to retain the poem’s third stanza, which focuses in part on nature, in 

order to create a more psychologically compact portrayal in his song.  

 In this first version of “Where are You, Little Star?” Musorgsky commences with a 

pensive folk atmosphere, in the song’s main key, F-sharp minor, and with an introduction by the 

accompaniment which Musorgsky marks as having the delicate expression of a “pipe” (dudka).
21

 

Thus, Musorgsky has begun the embodiment of Grekov’s sorrowful lyricism in the overall 

framework and expression of a protiazhnaia song. Here, for the opening text (and title), “Where 

are you, little star?” (m. 4), Musorgsky creates a melodic line that carefully outlines the somber 

main key, F-sharp minor, in just piano, while being supported by controlled rolled chords in the 

accompaniment, which imitate the sound of a folk guitar. Musorgsky also places a striking 

embellishment on “little star” that elevates the vocal part and the text’s plaintive question. 

Musorgsky retains this lamenting vein as an expressive backbone throughout the song, though he 

also expands it or diverges from it.  

 After the song’s first phrase, Musorgsky chooses to expand the song’s contemplative 

lyricism to become more impassioned, more brooding. For the poem’s words, “where are you, 

                                                 
21

 I use throughout Pavel Lamm’s 1929 edition of Musorgsky’s songs. 
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bright one?” (gde ty, iasnaia?), (m. 5), he skillfully follows the protiazhnaia’s changing poetic 

character, with a poignant shift to D major on “bright one,” but now in forte, with a leap up of a 

sixth, and for which he places another elaborate embellishment, again heightening the song’s 

immediate lyricism. Musorgsky concludes Grekov’s first stanza by creating the song’s darkest 

moment, though still imbued with an intense, fevered lyricism, in which the composer directly 

employs elements that are pronouncedly in opposition to that which precedes them. The melody 

begins an unexpected, though still gradual, descent, which seems less favorable audibly, and 

there is a barer, less embellished vocal line (mm. 6-7). Musorgsky next writes a shift to B minor, 

in mezzo forte, on “black” (chiornuiu) (m. 8), with two bold doubled, root-position chords and 

also a very low B in the bass in the accompaniment. This is then followed by the vocal part’s 

“threatening” (groznuiu) (m. 9), which he alters from Grekov’s “dark” (mrachnuiu) to emphasize 

further the narrator’s inner conflict. At this same point, on “threatening,” Musorgsky places an 

intimidating but also audibly striking tritone,
22

 doubled between both parts, that then resolves to 

F-sharp minor, in piano:  

 

Figure 1. “Where are You, Little Star?” First Version, mm.8-9 

 

                                                 
22

 In music history, the tritone was referred to as the diabolus in musica because of it was very dissonant, hard to 

sing, and it was used to imply dark, menacing scenes.  
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This, however, is the only “menacing” moment in the song in which Musorgsky portrays an 

imbalance in Grekov’s, as well as the song’s, emotional equilibrium. Musorgsky soon, in the 

next section, easily counterbalances this opening tension, because, in part, he in fact achieves this 

dark, ardent lyricism within the structure of symmetrical, two-measure phrases. This framework 

usually supports a more harmonious or joyful feeling (or feelings),
23

 and therefore imbues the 

opening section’s sorrowful mood with an accompanying sense of proportion to which a brighter 

section can be joined.  

 Musorgsky presents the middle section of the song, in its beginning and conclusion, as a 

Russian romance, in which the text begins, “Where are you maiden?” (Gde ty, devitsa?) (m.13), 

in piano, and in A major. The melodic line thus commences with controlled, harmonious 

intervals and round triplet embellishments. In m. 15, however, Musorgsky next returns to the 

song’s opening immediacy with the phrase, “Or did you leave your dear friend?” (Il’ pokinula 

druga milova?) (mm. 15-16). On “dear” (milova), he writes four accents, a dynamic leap of a 

fifth, in forte, and a sudden B minor. However, this somberness is quickly balanced by a return 

to a romance form which culminates in an elevated but simple ornament on “beloved” 

(nenagliadnogo) (m. 18), in a bright E major. Musorgsky further extends this note with a 

fermata, heightening the brilliant lyricism of this passage.    

 In the last section of this version of “Where are You, Little Star?” Musorgsky sets 

Grekov’s last two lines, “A black cloud hid the small star. / The cold earth took the maiden.” 

(Tucha chiornaia skryla zviozdochku. / Zemlia khladnaia vziala devitsu.). Musorgsky gives these 

two lines two differing shades of darker lyricism, respectively, arising from two different song 

genres, the protiazhnaia and the romance, in a striking contrast.  The first phrase begins, in m. 

                                                 
23

 Ringer, “Melody.” 
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22, with the setting of “A black cloud hid the small star” as a protiazhnaia, with a melodic 

forcefulness very similar to the song’s first measures, once again in F-sharp minor, with four 

accents on “cloud,” and a weighted ornament on “black,” in forte. However, in m. 23, unlike the 

beginning of the song, the song quickly shifts to a more delicate B minor, in piano, with a more 

elaborate embellishment on “small star,” the intervallic tension of which again expresses the 

narrator’s conflict and which does not impede the melody’s underlying lyrical poignance.                          

 Having slightly released the tenseness of the protiazhnaia setting, Musorgsky makes the 

song’s last line, “The cold earth took the maiden” (mm. 24-26), the song’s dramatic climax, 

though the listener strongly feels that there have already been several significant emotional peaks 

in the song. Here, on “cold” (m. 24) Musorgsky writes a leap down of an octave in the vocal part 

on F sharp, scale degree one of the song, but with an unexpected outcome in B major, where the 

listener most likely expects another minor key because of the song’s preceding minor harmonies. 

This brighter major harmony serves to show the narrator’s inability to contemplate his beloved 

without emotional warmth and provides the song with a strikingly luminous climax, in which the 

B major key seems to suddenly produce a brightness. Musorgsky next furthers this sensation of 

brilliance with a return to the romance on the last word, “maiden” (mm. 25-26) with a soft, 

rounded melodic shape like the middle section, moving in C-sharp and F-sharp major, and 

without complex embellishments. Thus, at the end of this song, Musorgsky gives the narrator’s 

closing words an empathetic lyrical portrayal that beautifully balances the song’s more tense, 

though still very lyrical, expressions, Musorgsky’s approach toward them both reflecting and 

heightening the narrator’s plight.     

 Musorgsky approaches his second version of “Where are You, Little Star?” in a similar 

way to the first, once again supporting the sorrowful lyrical vein of Grekov’s poem. This version 
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differs from the first in that it is orchestrated, Musorgsky’s first orchestration, written in 1858, 

and does not have the form of a protiazhnaia folk song, as the first version does, as is discussed 

above. Regarding the poem, Musorgsky, in contrast to the first version, retains the third stanza of 

the original poem which focuses on the narrator’s envisioning of himself in a “bright field” (pole 

chistoe), as is mentioned above, and his passionate hope to see his beloved. To depict the 

narrator’s changing emotions, as in the first version, Musorgsky chooses to blend elements of 

Russian folk song and the Russian romance, although here it is orchestrated. In this version, he 

seeks a more balanced rendering of Grekov’s poem, with slightly less psychological immediacy, 

and a greater softening through the romance elements that occurs at several of the song’s 

dramatic peaks, including the climax. This expression of vivid lyricism is possibly brighter than 

that of Grekov’s poem. The orchestra throughout similarly supports the vocal part with a rich, 

but still restrained accompaniment. 

 The first section of this version begins very similarly to the opening of the first version, 

in F-sharp minor and with the accompaniment’s pensive introduction. The vocal part’s melodic 

line, however, from the outset possesses much less ornamentation, producing a more bare, but 

still highly poignant character on “Where are you, little star?” (m. 4).  Next, there is a shift to D 

major, as in the first version, on the phrase, “Where are you, beautiful one?” (m. 5), which 

depicts the narrator’s ardor. In the conclusion of this opening section, Musorgsky chooses 

decidedly not to expand, as he does in the first version, the song’s meditative lyricism. In mm. 7- 

9, he leaves out a repetition of Grekov’s short phrase, “by a black cloud” (tuchei chiornoiu), 

which creates a briefer, less dense melodic phrase that does not, with one exception, possess a 

dramatic shift in harmony or dynamics. Musorgsky also does not change the last word of the 

section, “dark,” to his own “threatening,” as he does in the first version. Instead he chooses a less 
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forceful depiction. As a slight contrast, however, on “dark,” he skillfully places two tritones 

within both parts, as he does in the first version, to evoke a suggestion of the narrator’s inner 

tension. At the end of this section, the listener can perceive that Musorgsky emphasizes the 

narrator’s sadness over his more impassioned expression. 

 In m. 10, Musorgsky follows this with the atmosphere of a romance on “Where are you, 

maiden.” In this measure, which is in A major, the melody first outlines thirds and fourths, 

doubled brightly by the clarinet. Similarly, on Grekov’s more forceful words, “Or did you leave 

your dear friend . . .?” the melody carefully outlines F-sharp minor and then unexpectedly leaps a 

sixth, on “dear friend,” which evokes a sudden sense of enthusiasm where it is not decidedly 

present in the original poem. This is then followed by the striking sound of a descending broken 

seventh which Musorgsky allows to resonate. He thus balances the contemplative character of 

the beginning of the song with an unanticipated and vivid moment. 

 In m. 16, Musorgsky follows this section with a return to F-sharp minor. Here, he sets, 

for the first time, the third stanza of Grekov’s poem, which begins “And I from sorrow” (I ia s 

goresti). This part can at first be perceived as the beginning of the conclusion of the song because 

of its similarity in shape to the opening melodic line. However, Musorgsky soon creates a 

sweeping, more symphonic melodic line, (mm. 18-21), of a more luminous lyrical character, 

which ascends unexpectedly, rising a sixth, and doubled by the clarinet, in A major. This 

confidently emphasizes the text’s “bright field” and “radiant little star” (iasnoi zviozdochki): 
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Figure 2. “Where are You, Little Star?” Second Version, mm. 18-20 

 The song’s real concluding section, beginning in m. 25, commences with the vocal part’s 

contemplative outlining of F-sharp minor, with the brief presentation of two tritones to portray 

the words “black cloud.” However, as in the first version, Musorgsky does not continue this 

darker lyrical vein for the approaching climax. Here, in m. 27, on “the cold earth,” he writes a 

controlled leap down of a seventh, supported by the same seventh in the orchestral 

accompaniment, possessing a distinctly romance character. This also audibly recalls the second 

section’s melodically sonorous sevenths and romance atmosphere. Through this softening of 

Grekov’s dark sentiment at the poem’s most sorrowful moment, where Musorgsky could make a 

much more forceful portrayal, he (Musorgsky) once again emphasizes the narrator’s warmth for 

his beloved, in opposition to the text’s image of the “cold earth.” This culminating moment again 

reinforces the song’s mixture of meditative, resonant emotion with more hopeful brilliance. 

Musorgsky thus creates a version that is less urgent than the first, often portraying the narrator’s 

balanced, pensive lyricism within folk, romance, and symphonic elements.   

 In 1864, only six years after having completed the second version of “Where are You, 

Little Star?” (1858), Musorgsky composed two versions of his romance “Night” (Noch’). For 

both versions of this song, he set a poem of the same name written in 1823 by the poet, 
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Alexander Pushkin.
24

 In 1868, Musorgsky also orchestrated the first version of “Night,” as he 

had “Where are you, Little Star?” though he did not include this version in his collection of early 

songs, Youthful Years.  

 In the first version of “Night,” Musorgsky supports Pushkin’s AABB modified 

alexandrine.  The rhyme of the text is particularly audible throughout because of the song’s 

excited romance atmosphere and the “slow-moving” (medlenno) tempo of the composition.  

Musorgsky’s main alteration of the poem is his substitution of “words” (slova) for “verses” 

(stikhi), which makes the narrator not a poet of “verse,” but any man or woman.
25

 He follows the 

poem’s contrasting elements, first depicting the narrator’s exhilarated enthusiasm for his beloved 

in short, sincere utterances or slightly longer phrases. In contrast, the poem’s expressions of the 

idea of “languor” (tomnyi), or darker depictions of nighttime anxieties, he naturally depicts in 

longer melodic phrases. Thus, often, including at the climax, delicate vocal stretches between 

notes evoke a heightened romance mood, while Musorgsky also couples the song’s languorous 

instances with shifts to minor keys or dissonance to portray the narrator’s perception of night. 

This contrast adeptly suits the character of the song’s subtitle, “fantasy” (fantaziia).  

 The first version of “Night” begins in the bright key of F-sharp major, in pianissimo, and 

with atmospheric tremolo in the accompaniment. Musorgsky commences the vocal part with four 

touching short phrases made from Pushkin’s first line, “My voice for you both tender and 

languorous” (Moi golos dlia tebia i laskovyi i tomnyi) (mm. 4-7). He supports three of these 

phrases that are comprised of controlled thirds and fourths, with brief, but highly expressive 

                                                 
24

 I have chosen to group “Where are You, Little Star?” and “Night” together because they were written close to 

each other, have two versions, including an orchestration, and center on love. In these two songs, Musorgsky 

portrays the extremes of love, i.e., love lost and love attained, respectively, through strikingly brilliant and dark 

lyricisms.     

25
 The narrator of this song, or the singer in performance, can be either a man or woman because there is no 

reference in the text to the narrator’s gender.  Because Pushkin and Musorgsky were men, I refer therefore to the 

narrator as being masculine.  
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crescendos and diminuendos. On “tender” (m. 6) Musorgsky creates the most cordial of these 

phrases, through the soft outlining of the root position major third in C-sharp major. He 

continues this radiantly languorous mood in mm. 8-10, repeating Pushkin’s word, “disturbs” 

(trevozhit), and setting it with a warm outlining of a broken major sixth and two broader 

crescendos. He thus decides to portray “disturbs” not as it may also be defined in Russian as well 

as in English, as “alarms” or “distresses,” but instead as an exhilarated stimulation of one’s 

emotions. However, in the middle of m. 10, Musorgsky does suddenly depict the overall 

nocturnal quality of Pushkin’s poem for “the late silence of the dark night” (pozdnoe molchan’e 

nochi tiomnoi). The vocal part and the accompaniment unexpectedly outline F-sharp minor, the 

parallel mode to F-sharp major, in piano and pianissimo. This phrase lasts three measures, in 

which Musorgsky strikingly contrasts the opening romance mood, but creates a phrase that is not 

long enough to cause a dramatic imbalance. Because of this part’s sudden emphasis on a minor 

key and the lengthening of the first syllable, in Russian, of “night,” (noch) of (nochi), through a 

tied half note, it can be perceived as presenting a slightly more somber lyricism than Pushkin’s 

poem does. 

 Musorgsky, however, next depicts the narrator’s nearby “sad candle” (pechal’naia 

svecha) (m. 17) with less tenseness, in roaming triplets and a broader melodic line that ends in F-

sharp major. These two isolated phrases in fact lead to the return of the song’s enthusiastic mood 

in m. 19. On “my words, flowing and murmuring” (moi slova, slivaias’ i zhurcha) the song now 

moves in D major, with the feeling of an optimistic new section, with more triplets that also give 

the impression of “flowing” water. This is in fact one of the song’s longer (three measure) 

brightly lyrical phrases. Next, in m. 23, the vocal part’s interaction of playful fourths and fifths, 

and cascades of sixteenth notes in triplets in the accompaniment, both build up momentum. 
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Musorgsky has skillfully prepared the song’s most sonorous and unexpected moment. In m. 25, 

between “(of) love,” (vi), the second syllable of (liubvi), and “full,” (po) of (polny), he writes a 

leap upward of a tritone, reaching an A, in E-flat major, and in mezzo forte. This tritone, over 

sweeping ascending and descending triplets in the accompaniment, gives the narrator’s words a 

wilder, bolder lyrical resonance which does not occur often in 19
th

-century Russian romances, 

i.e., in the song genre, but reflects the intense and imaginative character of much of Pushkin’s 

poetry: 

 

Figure 3.  “Night,” First Version, m. 25 

 The song’s third, and concluding, section begins with a sound that could be described as 

impressionistic.
26

 The languorous quality of both the vocal part’s simple descending phrases and 

the accompaniment’s alternating A and A-flat triplets portrays the nighttime atmosphere of 

Pushkin’s poem less somberly than before. In m. 32, the fully romance mood returns with a 

pedal point, which builds excitement, on C-sharp major, the dominant of the main key. Here, 

Musorgsky writes three ascending and brightly peaking phrases. On the last of these, on 

“sounds” (zvuki) (m. 36), while still ascending, Musorgsky writes a descending jump of a sixth, 

                                                 
26

 This term should be approached carefully because of its numerous meanings. Both Debussy and Ravel, who are 

considered music’s main “impressionists,” disliked this term in part because of its suggestion that an artwork or 

musical work ascribed to “Impressionism” is oriented toward sensory sensations and therefore possesses less 

concreteness. 
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followed by a leap upwards of a seventh, and a descending fifth. This musically portrays the 

narrator’s uncontainable excitement and has also prepared for the song’s climax. 

 In m. 38, Musorgsky once again sets a line of Pushkin’s poem, the last line, in four brief 

phrases, following Pushkin’s almost identical pauses in his poem. On this line, “My friend, my 

gentle friend. . . I love you. . . (Musorgsky adds “you”) I am yours. . . yours!” (Moi drug, moi 

nezhnyi drug. . . liubliu (tebia) . . . tvoia. . . tvoia!), the narrator may be imagining his beloved’s 

words, or his own utterances, or both. Musorgsky here writes hesitant, but still melodious, 

phrases with vivid tremolo in the treble register of the accompaniment. On “I love you” (Liubliu 

tebia), he writes a descending octave leap on F-sharp, scale degree one, a dramatic use of 

intervallic tension which is often reserved for the highest peak of a dramatic culmination. 

However, just as Pushkin does, Musorgsky reserves the climax for the end of the song (followed 

by the accompaniment’s conclusion). On the words, “I am yours. . . ” (m. 42), in pianissimo, he 

first writes a trembling E-sharp, which he marks as “barely audible” (chut’ slyshno), that then 

resolves on “yours!” (m. 43), to F-sharp, scale degree one. The accompaniment then reinforces 

this brilliant culmination with an extending of this bright romance lyricism, with the return of the 

opening melody of the song, once again in F-sharp major.  

 Musorgsky composed the second version of “Night” in 1864 on the same poem by 

Pushkin. However, in his second version, Musorgsky creates a reworking of Pushkin’s 

composition in which he retains its main focus, i.e., the narrator’s love for his beloved, but often 

creates words or phrases that are correspond directly in meaning to Pushkin’s text. Musorgsky’s 

reworking follows the basic iambic meter of Pushkin’s poem, but does not have a set line length 

or rhyme scheme, though it has a good amount of rhyme. Musorgsky again supports the poem’s 

brilliant lyricism, presenting the idea of “tenderness” (laskovyi) of love, the beloved’s eyes that 
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“shine” (blistaiut) and “smile” (ulybaiutsia) at him. He also includes an almost exact rendering of 

Pushkin’s last three lines, again supporting the climax of the last line of the original poem. 

Musorgsky also once again depicts the contrast between radiant lyrical elements with the idea of 

“languor,” here (negi), and the “darkness of night” (t’me nochnoi). He thus creates a song which 

is very similar to the first version in poetic imagery and mood, while it can be perceived as an 

improvisation on both Pushkin’s poem and the first version of the song. According to Pavel 

Lamm, for Musorgsky, the song’s sub-title, “fantasy” (fantaziia), which is also that of the first 

version, suggests the practice of improvisation.
27

 Musorgsky had in fact from an early age 

enjoyed improvising at the piano.
28

     

 For his second version of “Night,” Musorgsky, from the beginning, writes a more 

standard romance than that of the first version. The second version begins in F-sharp major, in 

pianissimo and piano, and with tremolo in the treble register in the accompaniment, as in the first 

version.  In m. 3, on “Your tender image” (Tvoi obraz laskovyi), the melodic line can 

immediately be perceived as being longer than that of the first version, with a length of two 

measures, instead of one measure. The melody possesses a rounded arch created by controlled 

jumps up and down of a fourth, which is a traditional compositional technique in the Russian 

romance.   

 Next, in mm. 5-6, on “So draws me to you” (Tak manit k sebe), two shorter phrases, each 

of one-measure length, also take on the fleeting quality of a Russian romance. However, in mm. 

8-9, on the words, “at the silent hour of midnight” (v chas polnochi bezmolvnoi), Musorgsky, as 

in the first version, portrays the contrasting, darker shadings from Pushkin’s poem. Here, as in 

the first version of the song, both the melody and the accompaniment outline F-sharp minor, but 

                                                 
27

 Musorgsky, Young Years (Ed. Lamm), 72. 

28
 Emerson, The Life of Musorgsky, 17-18. 
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Musorgsky chooses to leave out several rests in order to concise the opening section to seven 

measures, giving it a very straightforward form and expression. This version begins even more 

brightly than the first one, with less of a languorous atmosphere. 

 Musorgsky next chooses to move directly to the song’s second, exuberant section in D 

major, and not to retain the nocturnal observation by Pushkin’s narrator, of the “sad candle,” 

which occurs in the first version of the song. This change immediately shows the direction the 

song will take from this point on. Here, the accompaniment’s numerous triplets in animated 

sixteenth notes and rolled chords convey the excited atmosphere. The melody has several peaks 

which are generated by playful fourths, fifths, and sixths, which also portray the “flowing and 

murmuring” of the beloved’s words (which are the narrator’s words in the first version) “as a 

pure stream” (chistoi struikoi). The momentum builds to its highest peak in m. 16, on “full of 

love, full of joy” (polny liubvi, polny otrady). The listener might expect this to be followed by an 

even more lyrically vivacious moment. However, Musorgsky next writes the song’s most 

sonorous moment, as in the first version, in E-flat major, in mezzo forte, and with a sweeping 

accompaniment in ascending and descending triplets (m. 17). Here, on “Full of all the power of 

the charms of magical languor” (Polny vsei sily char volshebnoi negi), he writes a melodic line 

that builds through an ascending outlining of E-flat major, peaking on G on “charms” (char), 

with a very broad crescendo. This is followed with a controlled drop down of an octave on 

“magical” (volshebnoi). This dramatic moment is both exciting and even gallant in character, 

expressing the intensity which a romance can possess. However, it is less wild than the first 

version’s corresponding part, which possesses a tritone in the melody that boldly, though briefly, 

steps outside the key of E-flat major: 
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Figure 4.  “Night,” Second Version, mm. 17-18 

Next, in m. 19, Musorgsky couples this dramatic event with a more somber lyrical phrase on his 

own words “and oblivion” (i zabven’ia), in which he retains the same concluding diminished 

seventh chord as found in the first version.  

 Musorgsky begins the song’s final section almost identically to the first version, with a 

languorous mood and a sound that seems impressionistic. In mm. 21-24, Musorgsky supports the 

text that begins, “In the darkness of night” (vo t’me nochnoi), with atmospheric phrases that 

descend with rich alternating triplets in the accompaniment. Once again, he employs a C-sharp 

major pedal point and the song builds momentum on “and sounds, sounds I hear” (i zvuki, zvuki 

slyshu ia) (mm. 29-30), reaching up to a high F sharp, G being the vocal part’s highest note. This 

melodic line is smoother than that of the first version, without excited ascending and descending 

jumps, Musorgsky seeking a melody with a pure, bell-like sound. 

 Still emphasizing C-sharp major and employing even more triplets and tremolo, as in the 

first version, Musorgsky sets up the song’s climax. On “my friend, my gentle friend” (mm. 31-

33), he completes the section’s gradual change to F-sharp major. This peaks, as in the first 

version, on F sharp on “I love” that then drops down an octave on “you,” Musorgsky again using 
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the interval of an octave which, when occurring at a climax, is usually the highpoint. The song 

culminates on “I am yours. . . yours” (m. 35), with the leading tone, E sharp, resolving to F 

sharp, scale degree one. Musorgsky therefore again makes the most brightly lyrical moment the 

song’s climax. 

 Musorgsky thus creates a second version that is a more standard Russian romance, while 

also being a more restrained improvisation on both Pushkin’s poem and also the first version of 

the song. Because the second version is set to Musorgsky’s reworking of Pushkin’s poem and is 

more straightforward, with fewer extended moments of languor and without bold dissonances, 

one might perceive that Musorgsky felt Pushkin’s original poem is better suited to a less 

traditional romance (i.e. the song genre). This might be because of the poem’s dense amount of 

concepts or ideas, such as the beloved’s voice, night, silence, a sad candle, and the beloved’s 

eyes, within only eight lines. Musorgsky writes a second version that mostly possesses an 

elevated, bright lyricism in which he masterfully employs the parts of Pushkin’s poem that best 

fit a vivacious (mid-19
th

 century) Russian romance (i.e. the song genre). Moreover, in the song’s 

first version, which almost exactly sets Pushkin’s poem, Musorgsky seems inspired by the 

poem’s contrasts of lyricism and also its ideas, to be bolder in the use of dissonance and in 

melodic shaping. In total, it seems possible that Musorgsky seeks to render two songs in romance 

form, but with different expressions of lyricism that stem both from Pushkin’s poem as well as 

from his (Musorgsky’s) own perception of it. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TWO MORE INNOVATIVE LOVE SONGS 

 Musorgsky wrote the song, “Song of the Balearic Islander” (Pesn’ Baleartsa) in 1864, for 

his opera The Lybian (Liviets),
29

 which he worked on from 1863-6, but did not complete. The 

song and the opera were inspired by Gustave Flaubert’s historical novel Salammbô of 1862.
30

 

Musorgsky had read the novel that same year. It had been already translated from the French into 

Russian, and appeared in the journal Patriotic Notes (Otechestvennye zapiski). He may also have 

read at least part of Flaubert’s work in the original French because he had studied this language 

and German since childhood.
31

 Musorgsky, like many of his colleagues, held the novel in high 

regard in part for its many references to music. He would pen his own libretto for his opera with 

the addition of several poems by Polezhaev, Maikov and Zhukovskii. He titled the opera The 

Lybian in order to focus more on Mâtho, the Lybian soldier, and later commander, who falls in 

love with Salammbô, the daughter of a Carthaginian general. 

 The “Song of the Balearic Islander” is the first “aria” of the entire opera and is sung by a 

personage who is an “islander” and not a main character in the opera. In Flaubert’s novel, 

however, the song is sung by a violent Balearic fighter, Xarxas, in the middle of the novel, i.e., 

not at the beginning. Here, Flaubert describes the effect of the man’s singing and does not 

provide the exact words of his song. Musorgsky’s original poem is written in iambic tetrameter 

and has a varying but audible rhyme scheme. This is in contrast to the prose of Flaubert’s novel, 

                                                 
29

 This opera is often referred to as Salammbo (English), Salammbô (French) or Salambo (Russian). 

30
 This novel represents Flaubert’s effort to create a new kind of historical novel in which he applies the “method of 

the modern novel to antiquity.” “Salammbô,” Georg Lukács, 141. 

31
 Emerson, The Life of Musorgsky, 17. 
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though Flaubert concentrates on each phrase or sentence of a work as if it were a poem in 

prose.
32

  

 Musorgsky clearly sees the Balearic Islander as being a new character and not decidedly 

related to Xarxas. The Balearic man’s love for his beloved which he expresses twice with the 

phrase, “Under the whisper of sweet words, I forget the sound of swords” (Pod shopot 

sladostnykh rechei, ia zabyvaiu zvuk mechei), is centered more on romance than Flaubert’s 

description of Xarxas’ strange song: “a vague melody full of prolonged but broken, alternating 

modulations, as the echoes answer each other in the mountains” (une vague mélodie pleine de 

modulations prolongées, s’interrompant, alternant, comme des échos qui se répondent dans les 

montagnes).
33

 One perceives that Musorgsky’s poetry is much less complex or dense, written in 

shorter phrases and deliberately without ambiguity. He twice portrays how the Balearic man falls 

asleep “peacefully” (bezmiatezhno) in his maiden’s arms. However, one can find amorous 

passages at other points in Flaubert’s novel. In Mâtho’s and Salammbô’s love scene, the narrator 

recounts how Mâtho speaks in “words, lighter than a breeze” (paroles, plus légères qu’une 

brise),
34

 that he dreams of “an island covered in golden powder” (une île couverte de poudre 

d’or),
35

 that he speaks “as if the war was finished,” (comme si la guerre était finie,) and that 

“much laughter of joy escaped him” (des rires de joie lui échappaient).
36

 Through Musorgsky’s 

own tenderly passionate Russian poem (and song), he portrays Flaubert’s contrast between the 

“joy” and “light”ness of love and the terrible and often strange, or even “vague,” nature of war.     

                                                 
32

 Tarver, Gustave Flaubert as seen in his works and correspondence, 96. 

33
 Flaubert, Salammbô, 166. 

34
 Ibid., 193. 

35
 Ibid., 194.  

36
 Ibid., 194. 
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 This “aria,” which is titled “Song” (Pesn’), an older term in Russian for “song” (pesnia), 

has more of the form and character of a folk song within an opera, with compositional techniques 

from Russian folk traditions and also many timbres that sound as though they have origins in 

Eastern folk music. The song also possesses elements of the Russian romance.  In Russian opera, 

one can find both “romances” (romansy) and “songs” (pesni).
37

 Musorgsky also writes several 

songs in the folk style in Boris Godunov.
38

 “The Song of the Balearic Islander” has a simple 

binary AA’ structure, found in short songs of many composers. Musorgsky further unifies the 

poem he writes, and thus the song, with two adjacent two-line refrains, which complement each 

other and conclude each section. Musorgsky included this song in his group of early romances 

and songs, Youthful Years, already mentioned earlier. He felt that the song could stand on its own 

outside the parameters of The Lybian.  

 For my discussion of the “Song of the Balearic Islander,” and the remaining three songs, 

I provide a more modest description of the song, and instead, I intend to provide a more detailed 

account of the song’s most striking points of lyricism. In this song, the vocal part commences in 

B major, the song’s main key, on the words “In the embraces of the young maiden” (V 

obiat’iakh devy nezhnoi) (mm. 30-32). The round melodic line outlines this key. Though the 

accompaniment has a constant ostinato of animated triplets, the melody is written almost 

completely without them, in mainly quarter and half notes, supporting the “even” quality of the 

song’s 4/4 time signature. This mixture of duple and triple rhythms provides a rhythmic pattern 

that seems “exotic.” 

                                                 
37

 Sposobin, Muzykal’naia Forma, 286. 

38
 These songs include “How it was in the City of Kazan’” (Kak vo gorode bylo vo Kazane) and “How a speckled 

hen hatched a calf” (Kak kurochka bychka rodila). 
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 To achieve more fully the quality of an Eastern sound, in m. 15, on “of a hot” (zharkogo), 

Musorgsky emphasizes the syllable “zhar,” by extending its introductory consonant and vowel 

through three beats. The melody focuses on A sharp within E major, where A sharp is a non-

chordal tone and forms a strong but not jarring tritone with the bass on E. In this measure, both 

the melody and the accompaniment also shift unexpectedly toward each other by half-step 

motion, briefly narrowing the song’s scope and adding tension. Musorgsky may take this 

approach because “hot” is the text’s most extreme word up to this point in terms of temperature, 

as well as dramatic intensity. Thus, having begun the song with an optimistic mood, with the 

narrator’s “intoxicated” (upoennyi) state (mm. 20-21), Musorgsky here hints that the Balearic 

man’s narrative may also suggest the harsher elements of a soldier’s life. 

 The first section concludes with the two side by side, but musically different, refrains, as 

is mentioned above. Beginning in m. 22, the melody again outlines B major on “Under the 

whisper of sweet words, I forget the sound of swords” (Pod shopot sladostnykh rechei, ia 

zabyvaiu zvuk mechei). This is followed by the second refrain where the character of a romance 

first decidedly appears on “of the gentle maiden” (devy nezhnoi) (mm. 31-32). On these words, 

the melody comprises a rounded fourth which peaks on “gen” of “gentle,” (nezh) of (nezhnoi), 

leading a sudden shift back to B major from E minor. The very end of the section, beginning 

with the phrase on just the word “peacefully” (bezmiatezhno) (mm. 35-36), portrays the 

narrator’s anxieties through this phrase’s briefness, i.e., 1½ measures, and the long rests that 

frame it.  Next, for the last phrase of the section, in mm. 38-39, Musorgsky writes a controlled 

descending leap of an octave on “sleep. . .” of “fall asleep. . .” (paiu. . .) of (zasypaiu. . .). The 

low note of this octave is supported by an unexpected G major, supported by a bright chain of 
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triplets in the accompaniment. Here, both parts exchange registers, all in pianissimo (ppp), 

producing a sense of both lyrical brilliance and the emotional relief of the narrator:  

 

Figure 5. “Song of the Balearic Islander,” mm. 38-41 

  After another introduction by the accompaniment, the song’s second section begins in m. 

48. This part shares a great deal in form and expression with the first section. On “Will I forget 

the image of the dear maiden. . . ?” (Zabudu l’ obraz devy miloi. . . ?), the song moves once 

again in B major with the same melody as the opening, with only slightly more embellishment. 

However, in m. 52, on “Will I forget the shine of her eyes. . . ?” (Zabudu l’ blesk eio ochei. . . ?), 

Musorgsky writes in the character of a Russian folk ballad, altering the original melody with a 

leap of a fourth on “shine” (blesk) on B that then moves to the vocal part’s highest note yet, D 

sharp. In contrast, the corresponding phrase in the first section (mm. 12-13) remains on the D 

sharp above middle C, a full octave lower, and within a more comfortable vocal range. 

Musorgsky continues this melodic phrase with an exciting descending leap of an octave on B “of 

her eyes” (eio ochei) (mm. 54-55), which has a heroic character and also returns the vocal part to 

a more relaxed register. 

 In m. 63, the first two-line refrain returns on “Under the whisper of sweet words,” but 

Musorgsky within one measure briefly introduces the more intense keys of G-sharp and C-sharp 

minor, which produce a sweeping, sonorous sensation. For the next line of this refrain, he repeats 
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these harmonies to emphasize more fully the narrator’s ardor. However, in m. 70, where the 

second refrain begins, and where the listener might expect a movement to a brighter key, 

Musorgsky unexpectedly but briefly reinserts G-sharp and C-sharp minor. In this measure, he 

may intend to reflect the narrator’s uneasy meditation on the preceding words, “the sound of 

swords.” After these darker minor shadings, Musorgsky immediately rekindles the momentum 

on “maiden” (m. 72), with an exhilarating shift to D-sharp major. 

 Beginning in m. 77, Musorgsky presents the first of two parallel phrases on “and, in 

sweet sleep” (i, v sladkom sne). He first writes a spirited leap of a major sixth, in B major, on 

“and, in” that is followed by a heartfelt romance character on “enraptured” (upoennyi) (mm. 80-

81) of a rise and fall of a fourth. However, also beginning in m. 81, Musorgsky next writes the 

corresponding second phrase that shows the narrator’s striking inner tension on “I sing love” 

(poiu liubov’), now in B minor, with a leap of a minor sixth. This introduction of a minor key 

seems to suggest that the narrator worries about his life as a soldier, but still ardently maintains 

love for his “maiden.”  

 Musorgsky further develops this portrayal of the narrator’s changing emotions in mm. 

84-91, which includes the song’s climax. Musorgsky first reintroduces F-sharp minor on 

“miraculous” (chudnuiu) and “beauty” (krasu) (m. 85 and m. 87), underscoring in this more 

expansive key the narrator’s passionate regard for his beloved. The accompaniment also supports 

this moment that sounds much like a Russian ballad in the lowest register in this last part in 

wider triplets:   
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Figure 6. “Song of the Balearic Islander,” mm.84-87 

 For the song’s culminating line, “and of my miraculous maiden!” (i devu chudnuiu 

moiu!), Musorgsky takes the approach that he had in the corresponding part in the first section 

(mm. 38-41). Here, in mm. 88-91, the narrator’s words are more active and enthusiastic than the 

first section’s more dreamlike “I fall asleep…” Musorgsky again writes another descending leap 

of an octave on the second repetition of “miraculous” while extending the phrase one measure 

longer than the first section on a repeated B below middle C, on “my.” The vocal part thus ends 

in a comfortably warm register that resonates with a brilliant lyricism. The song’s ecstatic text 

and lengthened melody create the song’s most excited and spirited moment, in which Musorgsky 

could have made a more tense or possibly more contemplative culmination to reflect the 

narrator’s anxieties. He chooses instead a more radiant lyricism. Both parts exchange registers, 

again in G major. The accompaniment in the conclusion of the song is in B major and manifests 

the delicate expression of a romance.  

 Musorgsky wrote the romance, “By the Don a Garden Blooms” (Po nad Donom sad 

tsvetiot), in 1867 on a poem by Alexei Kol’tsov that was composed in 1829. Musorgsky follows 

the main idea of the poem, the love of a young man for a young girl, Masha, with whom he used 

to meet. He also maintains its poetic character, as well as its alternating meter of trochaic 

tetrameter and trimeter, and its ABAB rhyme scheme. However, Musorgsky does make one 
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significant change, seeking to lighten or enliven the poem. He omits the last two pensive stanzas 

of Kol’tsov’s poem, in which the narrator once again thinks back to Masha’s appearance, i.e., her 

“light blue dress” (plat’e goluboe), “braid” (kosy), and “passionate look” (strastnyi vzgliad), and, 

in the last stanza, that he is at present leaving the Don River and will most likely never see 

Masha again.   

 Musorgsky instead chooses to produce a more lively account, with a healthy lyricism that 

includes, as also occurs in the original poem, a comic incident in which Masha spills water from 

her pitcher. In Musorgsky’s treatment of the text, Masha is a more timid figure who responds to 

the narrator “shyly” (robko), instead of “sweetly” (sladko) in the original. Musorgsky excludes 

the first poem’s more sensual description of Masha’s “languorous gaze” (tomnyi vzor) and, as is 

mentioned above, her “passionate look,” as well as the narrator’s asking Masha if she will love 

him. He also chooses only to describe Masha’s facial expression, such as her “smile of love” 

(ulybkoiu liubvi), not, as is mentioned earlier, her “light blue dress” or her “braid” with “ribbon 

intertwined” (lentoi perevitoe). Musorgsky’s reworking concludes with a sensitive repetition of 

the poem’s first two lines, which creates a simple, eloquent frame for the narrator’s story. 

Because Kol’tsov’s narrator in the last stanza proclaims his seemingly immediate departure from 

Masha and the Don, one perceives that Musorgsky’s narrator, who does not make a spontaneous 

statement of farewell, has been away from Masha longer. In addition, though he at times longs to 

see her, he does not pine or brood fruitlessly because of her absence. Thus, in his treatment of 

Kol’tsov’s poem, Musorgsky shapes a decidedly shorter and more buoyant version of the poem, 

which he can set for his song to produce a colorful, though at certain points, still meditative 

romance.   
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     In Musorgsky’s romance, “By the Don a Garden Blooms,” a predominantly warm 

lyricism meets brief moments of a more intense character. The song commences with the 

accompaniment’s introduction comprised of simple repeating folk rhythms in broken thirds and 

fourths, in the main key of F major. Musorgsky places sforzandos on two offbeats to hint that 

there may be some dynamic tension to come. The folk-shaded melody of the vocal part enters in 

m. 6, on the words of the title, moving in a gradually descending line that is distinctly lyrical, in 

which the narrator cordially tells his story, and which Musorgsky marks with small crescendos 

that act simultaneously as minute folk inflections, as well as brief intimations of the narrator’s 

enduring love for Masha. This welcoming lyrical line continues freely until m. 12, on the words 

“Sitting at the window” (Sidia u okoshka), where this melodious rustic character meets a 

moment of an unexpectedly primordial nature. Here, the vocal part is first given a bright A major 

third, emphasized by a crescendo, which is followed, in contrast, by the sudden outlining of a 

tritone, though in piano. Musorgsky’s placement of this unanticipated tritone after A major and 

the song’s predominant F major key, as well as this measure’s move to 3/2 from the song’s 4/4, 

produces a more dense, folk-imbued fragment: 

 

Figure 7.  “By the Don a Garden Blooms,” mm. 12-14  
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This measure is not, however, perceived as jarring, because the melody, even as a fragment, 

continues to possess an intense lyricism, and Musorgsky also emphasizes the open-sounding, 

relaxed rhyme of the introductory consonants and vowel sounds “dia” and “ka” of the Russian 

words, “Sidia” (Sitting) and “okoshka” (little window), which balances the measure’s striking 

irregularities.  

 When Masha is mentioned by the narrator for the first time (m. 17), the narrator’s 

affection for her is supported by slightly broader crescendos, one occurring on her name, and 

vivacious light chords in the accompaniment. Musorgsky chooses, however, instead of 

continuing this section, which the listener expects to continue for four more measures, to create 

the song’s most passionately forceful moment. He forms a new section that will expand to eight 

measures, beginning on the words, “I will never forget” (Ne zabyt’ mne nikogda). Here, the song 

moves in F minor with shades of F major, the accompaniment comprising treble, chromatically 

alternating chords. This segment of the melody includes dramatic jumps up and down of broken 

fourths, linked by close, tightened half steps, which for three measures evoke an otherworldly or 

fantastic character: 

 

Figure 8.  “By the Don a Garden Blooms,” mm. 19-22 

Musorgsky produces this powerfully emotional and wonderfully strange moment by the blending 

of flowing lyricism with timbres of simultaneous major and minor keys in both parts, the effect 

of which is not often found in 19
th

-century Russian romances. Musorgsky’s expression here also 
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could be said to foresee the lyrical approach and harmonic complexity of later art song, such as 

that of Dmitry Shostakovich. However, in the final measure of this dynamic part of the section, 

Musorgsky quickly lightens the character of the song, and reduces the intervallic range of the 

melody, writing a less tense minor third on “sighed” (vzdykhala) in m. 22. By m. 23, the song 

moves once again in F major, in which Masha’s “smile” (ulybkoiu) is depicted through a warm 

major third with supporting light treble triplets in the accompaniment. In m. 25, the narrator’s 

description of how Masha “shyly answered” (robko otvechala) is portrayed with an unexpectedly 

sweet-sounding move to G-flat major, scale degree two of F major, in pianissimo, with both parts 

in the treble register. 

 In m. 27, the song’s culmination commences, centering on Masha’s humorous “spilling” 

of water, as is mentioned above. Musorgsky here fortifies the song’s lyrical brilliance and the 

good-natured character of the thoughtful narrator and his story. Musorgsky shapes four one-

measure segments out of two lines of Kol’tsov’s text, a technique that Musorgsky employs often 

at climactic moments, as is evident. Here, he heightens these brief phrases through their 

decidedly small intervallic range, at most a fifth, which seems diminutive after the broader sweep 

of the middle section, and lively folk rhythms that occur on beats which the listener can not 

predict. In m. 30, as the narrator recounts how Masha “spilled” (prolivala) water, the vocal part 

emphasizes a minor third over a suspiciously languishing diminished seventh chord. Musorgsky 

here deliberately inserts this very muted dissonance to portray Masha’s charming awkwardness. 

She actually “spills” the water in the next measure (m. 31), in which the accompaniment acts out 

this action in an unexpected ascending run, where the listener might expect a descending phrase 

to depict spilling. The accompaniment’s part culminates on an energetic C major chord marked 
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with a sforzando that also resolves the slight, preceding tension of Musorgsky’s deliberately 

unresolved diminished seventh.    

 The song’s last two lines, which complete the song’s “frame,” repeat the first two lines of 

the text.  Musorgsky here strikingly reiterates the accompaniment’s opening introduction (mm. 

1-5), but now adds a melody for the vocal part over it. The first line, “By the Don a garden 

blooms,” rises a fifth and then peaks with a vocal stretch of a half-step to D-flat major, though 

moving in F major, on “blooms” (mm. 32-33). This small ascending stretch seems to portray the 

narrator’s heartfelt hope that he might meet Masha and their love might “bloom” again. The 

second and final line, “in the garden is a path. . . ” (vo sadu dorozhka. . .) (mm. 34-35), 

concludes with another ascending fifth, but is followed by a touching falling minor third on 

“path” on the vocal part’s last beat. This unimpeded descending third seems to answer the 

narrator’s preceding brief emotional reach up on “blooms.” Musorgsky supports the third with a 

decrescendo in both parts and a different falling third in the accompaniment, which seems to 

confirm the narrator’s affection for Masha, as well as his knowledge that he may not see her 

again. This sincere conclusion of the song, as well as the comic character of the climax, acts to 

balance the middle section’s more powerfully fantastic character. Musorgsky seems intent to 

seek a genuine and complete portrait of the narrator, a character who embraces a true love that 

leads in the song’s middle section to a psychological state that is far from his fundamental aims 

or hopes. Thus, Musorgsky blends the subtle melodic and structural framework of a romance 

with often strikingly bold folk elements to portray both the narrator’s understandable anxieties, 

but also, to a greater degree, his constant, warmhearted regard for Masha.     
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CHAPTER 4 

 UNEXPECTED HUMOROUS SONGS  

 Musorgsky wrote both versions of his comic song, “Seminarian” (Seminarist), in 1866, 

one year before “By the Don a Garden Blooms” (1867). For the “Seminarian” he wrote his own 

text. The song involves a seminary student who must, to his chagrin, study the curriculum of the 

Russian Orthodox Church, which includes Latin that he declaims mechanically during the song, 

as well as choral Church singing. The song’s humor is found in the contrast between the young 

man’s declamations of Latin nouns and his descriptions of Stiosha, the girl with whom he is 

enamored. Unfortunately for him, she is also the priest’s daughter and he discovers their flirting 

and puts an immediate end to it. Thus, the seminarian is punished and banished back into his 

dreary seminary routine. Musorgsky’s own text is extremely colorful and endearing, particularly 

when the young man describes Stiosha as an “excellent lass” (znatnaia devka), with “cheeks of a 

poppy color” (shchochki, shto tvoi makov tsvet), and how he “winked” (podmargival) at her. 

Also with a comical touch, but simultaneously marked with a suggestion of satire, is the young 

man’s description of how the priest “blessed” (blagoslovil) him, i.e., punished him, first with his 

fist and then with his teacher’s stick (ukazkoi). Musorgsky’s text possesses lines of varying 

lengths and a good amount of internal and end rhyme, but as the great Russian bass Evgenii 

Nesterenko writes, it “can not be considered verse” (nel’zia nazvat’ stikhami) because 

Musorgsky’s intent is not to produce a great poetic text, but instead to show the touching human 

element of the student’s everyday life in the stifling seminary.
39

 

 In 1870, the Russian Orthodox Church censor prohibited the circulation or printing of the 

“Seminarian” in Russia. The first version and then the second version were deemed to show an 
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irreverence toward the Church. In particular, it found both climactic phrases of each song to be 

impious. Most of all, it considered the second version’s closing phrase (before the final Latin), 

utterly blasphemous: “So that is how the Devil’s temptation found me in God’s church” (Tak ot 

besa iskushen’e dovelos’ priniat’ mne v khrame bozh’em). Musorgsky was very proud of the 

censor’s actions. He felt that this showed that musicians had begun to be taken seriously as 

genuine “members of human societies,” as he mentioned in an 1870 letter to Vladimir Stasov. He 

was thus proud of the “procession. . . of the ‘Seminarian’ through the fires of Gehenna.”
40

   

 In the first version of the “Seminarian,” Musorgsky supports the song’s presentation of 

the seminary student’s Latin declensions side by side with his narration of his plight. The 

accompaniment has a very brief introduction in cutting doubled fourths that is followed by the 

student’s first declamations of Latin nouns which humorously rhyme with each other, in the 

main key of F minor and in 4/4. His first real personal comment, “O, you, sorrow, my sorrow!” 

(Akh, ty, gore, moio gore!), occurs in mm. 4 through 6, in which he first imitates Russian 

Orthodox Chant with a somber, lengthened melody: 

 

Figure 9.  “Seminarian,” First Version, mm. 4-6 
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Here, the listener, judging by the young student’s melodramatic words, as well as by the oddly 

structured accompaniment with a tireless and non-traditional bass line of eighth notes, 

immediately senses that the song may possess comical and even farcical elements, represented 

by a bright, playful lyrical character, as well as more serious, brooding characteristics of a more 

austere, less animated lyrical expression. 

 In m. 3, on “O, you, sorrow, my sorrow!” Musorgsky writes, as is mentioned above, in 

the manner of a Russian Orthodox hymn. He emphasizes the intervals of a fifth and sixth above 

F, scale degree one, as well as the stepwise movement of the melody, all of which characterizes 

Russian Orthodox music. He also supports the melody’s traditional peaks with crescendos and 

diminuendos. The melody’s shape and sweep possess a sense of beauty, as well as the text’s 

often syllabic or quasi-syllabic setting in the song. They are, however, upended by the colloquial 

language of Musorgsky’s text. The listener would never find the phrase “O, you” (Akh, ty) in 

Russian, or any other, church music. One would also not find “This is how the priest punished 

me!” (Vot tak zadal pop mne tasku!) in mm. 8-10. In his imitation of a Russian Orthodox 

melody, Musorgsky also unexpectedly places an irregular folk rhythmic pattern at the end of 

both of the introductory Russian phrases (m. 6 and m. 11, respectively), emphasizing two eighths 

and a quarter note where the listener might expect a subsiding note of longer duration. Thus, 

Musorgsky here signals that the seminarian will henceforth have trouble following the rules of 

Russian choral singing. The impassioned lyrical character of this “hymn” may not escape from 

the seminarian’s touching but awkward attempt at singing.  

 In m. 33, the seminarian first mentions his love-interest, Stiosha, the priest’s daughter.  

Musorgsky now creates an atmosphere based not on Russian Orthodox music, but instead on 

Russian folk music elements. The seminarian describes Stiosha’s “cheeks of a poppy color,” as is 
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mentioned above, where the musical setting includes bright thirds and fifths and the interplay of 

eighth and quarter notes. Musorgsky creates slightly longer ends of phrases, providing, for 

example, the word “such” (takaia) with four beats (mm. 35-36) and, this time, without rhythmic 

irregularities. The accompaniment also supports the narrator’s spiritedness with playful, lightly 

staccato eighth notes and supportive crescendos and diminuendos that evoke a boisterously 

exuberant mood: 

 

Figure 10.  “Seminarian,” First Version, mm. 33-36 

Musorgsky next further extends the seminarian’s humorous imaginings of Stiosha when, 

beginning in m. 42, he shifts the time signature, as often occurs in Russian folk music, to 3/2, 

and writes in more expansive quarter and half notes. Here, three rhyming words, “a swan’s. . . 

rolling. . . stirring” (lebiazhaia. . . pokataia. . . vskolykhnulasia), describing Stiosha’s chest, are 

set to a syncopation derived from folk rhythms, which seems both comic and fun-loving. 

 All too soon, the seminarian’s Latin recitations return, and the 4/4 time signature, (m. 

46), briefly displacing the seminarian’s envisioning of Stiosha. Musorgsky follows this with a 

section in which the music and character of which seems overall ecclesiastical in nature, with the 

Orthodox elements having the upper hand. Beginning in m. 48, the first part commences on the 

colloquial words, “O, you, Stiosha, my Stiosha” (Akh, ty, Stiosha, moia Stiosha), in D minor, 

with a continuation of the seminarian’s approximation of an Orthodox hymn as well as some 
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animated folk-inspired playful eighths and quarter notes. I would like to note here that in Russian 

music, the Russian Orthodox Church has had, for hundreds of years, strict standards for liturgical 

compositions for composers to follow. On the other hand, concerning the compositional practices 

of folk composers, one would be likely to find Russian Orthodox elements in Russian folk music 

because Russian townspeople would take part in Orthodox choral singing as members of 

choirs.
41

 In this song, Musorgsky thus allows himself to place Orthodox and folk elements side 

by side. He also noticeably enjoys creating hybrid characteristics in his many other comic songs. 

Musorgsky’s strong interest in Russian, as well as Ukrainian, folk traditions can also be seen in 

his later opera Sorochintsy Fair (Sorochinskaia Iarmarka) (1874-1880), which is based on 

Nikolai Gogol’s colorful short story (1832).  

 Still in mm. 48-50 on “O, you, Stiosha, my Stiosha,” and in D minor, Musorgsky adds 

playful folk-inspired eighths on the first “Stiosha,” a bright C major chord on the second 

occurrence of Stiosha,” and, in m. 52, speeds up the progression of the melody on “you I (would) 

kiss” (tebia rastseloval) in eighths instead of longer note values, which humorously hurries the 

melody in a manner that one does not find in Russian Orthodox music. Musorgsky ends this 

section with an authentic cadence (mm. 58-60) that supports this section’s emphasis on Orthodox 

music, but he also includes more everyday, i.e., less Church-imbued harmonies in the 

accompaniment, such as a seventh chord on A (m. 58), and concludes the cadence on the 

unlikely grammatical particle, “would” (by), which the Church might not deem an acceptable 

end of a formal cadence.   

 By m. 80, however, Musorgsky brings back the lighter, boisterous lyricism that stems 

from folk elements in the seminarian’s description of his flirting with Stiosha. Here, in just 
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mezzo forte, in F major, the juxtaposition of lighthearted alternating thirds and fourths with 

flowing stepwise motion make it possible for the narrator to emphasize through each interval 

how he “looked” (posmatrival) at Stiosha “out of (his) left eye” (levym glazom) (m. 81). In m. 

92, the seminarian describes how the priest, whom he damningly yet comically describes as the 

“Devil’s father” (Chiortov bat’ka), sees the flirting between the seminarian and Stiosha and 

promptly punishes him for it, as is already mentioned above. Musorgsky here very effectively 

brings back his imitation of a Russian Orthodox hymn and in forte. Though he lengthens the 

melodic line through a second half note on “Devil’s,” he once again adds folk elements, such as 

the same irregular placement of eighth notes that occur in the beginning of the song. He also 

writes two deliberately jarring chords with sforzandos in the accompaniment that, along with the 

farcical text, “The Devil’s father saw it all” (Chiortov bat’ka vsio provedal) create a brooding 

lyrical character that is also imbued with comic expression.  

 In mm. 105-106, the genuine beauty of Musorgsky’s Orthodox hymn is replaced almost 

completely with a comic character, with hints of satire. The seminarian here describes how the 

priest “swatted” (dolbil) his head “with all his might” (izo vsei mochi) to punish him. The 

melody excessively repeats D flat in the vocal part while the accompaniment expands with very 

audible dissonant chords and resounding octaves. This deliberate cacophony represents in sound 

the priest’s aggressiveness, and though this part is farcical, Musorgsky extends it toward satire. 

 For the culmination of the song, (mm. 116-123), Musorgsky sets the final and also 

summarial statement in Russian by the seminarian, “So that is how I came to taste the fruits of 

love in God’s church” (Tak vkusit’ plody liubvi dovelos’ mne v khrame bozh’em). Once again, 

Musorgsky reiterates the imitation Orthodox hymn that he also frames with the seminarian’s 

anxious declamations of Latin. This culmination, however, is in piano, which sets an 
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unexpectedly quiet atmosphere, having been preceded by the absurd sonorities of the description 

of the priest’s violent behavior. The seminarian’s statement at once seems uninspired and 

dejected. The accompaniment supports this emotion with simple root-position chords. 

Musorgsky, however, does not lose the opportunity to enliven this bleak mood with another folk-

inspired shift to 2/4 and with the placement of more animated eighth notes, which is a welcome 

contrast to the hymn’s lugubriousness: 

 

Figure 11. “Seminarian,” First Version, mm. 116-120 

In mm. 121-123, Musorgsky closes the song’s culmination with another authentic cadence on 

“God’s” (bozh’em), which he draws out in half and whole notes.  The seminarian’s touching 

summary of his daily existence in everyday language, as well as his valiant attempt to describe 

his plight in music, make this climax a comic, more than a satirical, moment.  The song 

concludes with another bombardment of Latin nouns in fortissimo in eighth notes, on which each 

beat receives an accent. Musorgsky precedes this with briefly clashing tritone chords in the 

accompaniment that resolve at last to F minor. It concludes the song with a quick winding 

chromatic run that has a crescendo and a diminuendo to reflect the seminarian’s anxieties, ending 

strikingly in pianissimo (ppp). 

 It seems that Musorgsky considers the free-spiritedness of folk elements and folk life the 

very fundamental components that the seminarian’s life lacks. Thus, Musorgsky emphasizes the 
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lyrical qualities that he held dear from his childhood in Karevo, from which he found much more 

inspiration than from his memory of the traditions of the Orthodox Church. He keeps the song’s 

darker ecclesiastical elements, which can often function to inspire meditative prayer, from 

outweighing the seminarian’s youthful and informal spirit. Through folk elements, Musorgsky 

enlivens the song’s comic vein and does not allow the satirical elements to take attention away 

from the seminarian’s story.     

 In the second version of the “Seminarian” (1866), Musorgsky writes a more condensed 

work with half as many lines of Latin noun declensions that decidedly reduces the song’s length 

by approximately twenty measures. Musorgsky’s reduction of the song’s Latin declamations 

does no harm to the import or character of the song because, in either version, not only are the 

Latin nouns “in no way connected to each other” in meaning,
42

 they also do not reflect the 

seminarian’s statements in Russian. The resulting greater fluidity of this version with its more 

subtle internal workings of phrases has made it the more often performed version. It is also the 

version of the song that most infuriated the Russian Orthodox Church in 1870. As is mentioned 

above, to Musorgsky’s delight, the censor objected to the seminarian’s concluding commentary, 

“So that is how the Devil’s temptation found me in God’s church” (Tak ot besa iskushen’e 

dovelos’ priniat’ mne v khrame bozh’em). 

 In this version of the “Seminarian,” Musorgsky retains the basic musical structure of the 

first version, as well as his own text, with only a few changes of wording. He seeks a version that 

contrasts, though also complements, the first version, as well as one in which, as is mentioned 

above, the melodic line at key points possesses more advanced dynamic traits that make the 

seminarian seem less resigned and slightly more sophisticated. In this version, Musorgsky once 
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again contrasts his imitation of the long phrases of Russian Orthodox music with bright folk 

elements to portray this version’s less submissive, i.e. more headstrong, but still extremely 

frustrated, seminary student.  

 The second version begins with the same Latin declamation as the first version does. 

Musorgsky follows this with his imitation of the Russian Orthodox hymn, almost identical to that 

of the first version. This phrase is again in forte, with the same crescendo on “O, you” (m. 3). In 

contrast, however, to the first version, Musorgsky lengthens the second note on “you” to a half 

note, instead of a quarter, which makes the seminarian’s first non-Latin statement seem more 

doleful and serious than the briefer end of this phrase in the first version. 

 In the same line on “O, you,” Musorgsky also adds more intricate dynamic markings that 

suggest that the seminarian of this version and his singing are more subtle than the seminarian of 

the first version. In mm. 4-5, Musorgsky indicates a crescendo and diminuendo on “sorrow,” a 

crescendo on “my” and another crescendo and diminuendo on the second “sorrow!” 

 

Figure 12.  “Seminarian,” Second Version, mm. 3-5 

These dynamics in mm. 4-5 produce a greater sense of the seminarian’s underlying anxieties, the 

first falling on an off-beat on “sorrow,” the second emphasizing a weak beat on “my” and the last 
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unexpectedly drawing out the first syllable of “sorrow!” In the first version, Musorgsky indicates 

a broad but simple crescendo and decrescendo over “my sorrow” and a small crescendo and 

decrescendo on the first syllable “so” of the second occurrence of “sorrow!” (go) of (gore!) in 

Russian.  Thus, the first version’s seminarian seems more timid, i.e., dutifully follows Russian 

Orthodox rules of singing, than the seminary student of this second version.  

 In m. 13, Musorgsky changes the phrase in which the seminarian first mentions his 

punishment, from the first version’s “by the cheek-bones” (da po skulam) to “by the neck” (da 

po shee). Though both possess a colloquial quality, Musorgsky’s choice of “by the neck” seems 

more animated and spirited than the more awkward character of the seminarian being beaten by 

the “cheek-bones.” Musorgsky continues to make the second version of the song less unwieldy 

by not repeating the phrase “Sent me staggering” (Pamiati lishil) (mm. 17-18), as in the first 

version. He, however, had in fact considered leaving out the first version’s repetition of this 

phrase, as well as a measure of Latin.
43

     

 In the next lighter, folk-inspired section that begins, “The priest has such an excellent 

daughter” (mm. 23-26), Musorgsky changes the seminarian’s choice of words. In place of the 

first version’s possibly more dubious “lass” (devka), which can also mean “wench” in Russian, 

he writes “daughter” (dochka).  He here may be presenting the narrator as being more refined in 

his way of speaking. He also makes this section brighter than the corresponding part of the first 

version by the addition of several eighth rests in both the vocal part and the accompaniment. 

These make the phrase endings shorter, producing a lilting quality that matches the seminarian’s 

colorful words that describe Stiosha, such as her “Cheeks of a poppy color” (shchochki, shto tvoi 

makov tsvet) (mm. 27-28). Musorgsky also adds more staccato markings than in the first 
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version, as well as provides more specific dynamic markings for this section. He here indicates 

three animated crescendos and diminuendos on “Cheeks of a poppy color, with tempting eyes” 

(shchochki shto tvoi makov tsvet, glazki s povolokoi), which, in the first version only receives 

one broad crescendo on “tempting eyes.” This mixture of light rests, staccato markings, and 

subtle indications of crescendo and diminuendo demonstrate that Musorgsky again seeks, as in 

the first version, to embolden the lively, often folk, elements in the seminarian’s account:    

 

Figure 13. “Seminarian,” Second Version, mm. 27-30 

 After the section in which the seminarian exclaims in his Orthodox hymn how he would 

love to “clasp” Stiosha, (k serdtsu prizhal by!) (mm. 43-49), the seminarian begins his 

description of his flirting with her during his serving at a church service. For the phrase, “But the 

other day at the service of. . . Mitrodora” (A, namednis’, za molebnom. . . Mitrodore), which 

occurs in both versions and which is not mentioned in my discussion of the first version, 

Musorgsky writes the song’s only formal ornament (mm. 54-62). He places two grace notes on 

“Mitrodora” (Mitrodore), as in the first version. He, however, does not indicate a crescendo and 

decrescendo on “do” of “Mitrodora,” as in the first version. He instead writes an opposite 

dynamic marking of a decrescendo and crescendo on “do.” Thus, in the first version, the 

dynamic markings follow the natural pronunciation of the saint’s name and its modifying 
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adjective in superlative form, “most glorious” (preslavnoi), as well as illustrate the seminarian’s 

attempt to follow singing rules. This second version’s markings of decrescendo and crescendo, 

however, impede the singing of the whole phrase in one sweeping motion and depict the 

seminarian’s intended, or unintended, lapse in paying careful attention to ornaments in Church 

singing: 

 
Figure 14. “Seminarian,” First Version, mm. 70-73 

 

 
Figure 15. “Seminarian,” Second Version, mm. 60-62 

  

 After a radiant and folk-imbued section in which the seminarian describes how he looked 

“out of his left eye” (levym glazom) (m. 68) at Stiosha and “winked” at her (podmargival) (mm. 

73-74), which corresponds with the first version, Musorgsky begins the song’s buildup to its 
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culmination. In mm. 77-78, on “the Devil’s father,” the seminarian’s imaginative nickname for 

the priest, Musorgsky shortens the hymn melody, writing only a quarter note, in contrast to the 

half note of the first version, on the second syllable of “Devil’s,” (tov) of (Chortov) in Russian. 

On this syllable he also places an accent and writes a crescendo. This beginning of the phrase, as 

in the first version, is written in forte and receives a sforzando in the accompaniment, which 

supports Musorgsky’s depiction of the seminarian’s deep frustration or even anger at the priest.  

 When the seminarian gives his brief account of the priest’s punishment of him, 

Musorgsky, in contrast to the first version, holds back the song’s dynamic momentum, writing 

softer dynamic markings than at this point in the first version. On “he blessed me” (mm. 84-85), 

Musorgsky indicates mezzo forte, not the forte of the first version, as well as forte on “he 

swatted. . . my head” (dolbil. . . mne v bashku) (m. 88) instead of fortissimo. Musorgsky is thus 

saving the dramatic peak for the seminarian’s summary statement, as well as his concluding 

words in Latin, which in the first version are not as important for the culmination.   

 On the “blasphemous” summarizing statement of the seminarian, “So that is how the 

Devil’s temptation found me in God’s church” (mm. 99-106), Musorgsky begins with two half 

notes on “So that” on the melodic phrase that, only a few measures earlier on “the Devil’s 

father,” is shortened to a more blunt half note and quarter note (m. 77). Musorgsky indicates a 

dynamic marking of piano, as in the first version, but does not offer any other designations in the 

vocal part, such as a crescendo, after the commencement of the phrase, as in the first version. 

Instead, by not providing dynamic markings in the vocal part, it seems that he wishes for the 

seminarian’s statement to be less animated and possibly more meditative in character. Thus, the 

seminarian of this second version seems to have reached a more humbled low point: 
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Figure 16. “Seminarian,” Second Version, mm. 99-104 

The seminarian next concludes his “moral” with a drawn-out authentic cadence almost identical 

to the first version. His word setting in this second version, however, is more sophisticated or 

advanced, though less humorous, where “God’s” (mm. 105-106) is held for just over a measure, 

rather than for two and a half measures in the first version.   

 Musorgsky thus allows the audience to relax in order that the seminarian can soon vent 

his profound frustration more than he does in the first version. After the accompaniment’s jarring 

doubled fourths, tritones, and fifths, the seminarian commences his final Latin incantation on 

“Amnis et annalis” (River and book of annals) in mezzo forte but marked with a crescendo. This 

song’s intensity next increases to forte and then fortissimo while the vocal part’s accents occur 

first on each beat and then on every note. Musorgsky also repeats the final Latin phrase “et 

canalis” (and canal) three times to depict the seminarian’s discontent, as well as his habit of 

repeating phrases, ingrained by seminary study. The accompaniment here supports the final 

fortissimo bombardment of Latin and then has an abrupt diminuendo, concluding the piece with 

much less of a gradual denouement than in the first version. Musorgsky leaves the listener—and 

the seminarian—without a clear way out of his predicament.  
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 In this version of the “Seminarian,” Musorgsky depicts a more mature young student who 

is better able to see the difficulty of his situation than the seminarian of the first version. In this 

second version, Musorgsky balances three main elements: the seminarian’s more pronounced 

frustration and even angst, his lightheartedness when he thinks of Stiosha, and the formidable 

power of the Russian Orthodox Church. In the first version, the song counterbalances just two 

main elements, the seminarian’s touching love for Stiosha and the Church’s imposing clergy and 

traditions. In both versions, Musorgsky offers to the listener his perception that the freedoms of 

life outside the Church, such as folk life, possess qualities that the seminarian seeks throughout 

his song. Musorgsky thus chooses to illustrate boldly the seminarian’s animated expression and 

humorous behavior, though differing slightly in both versions, which make his plight so 

memorable. 

 Musorgsky wrote the final song that I discuss, “He-Goat: A High-Society Fairy Tale” 

(Koziol: Svetskaia skazochka), in 1867.  He once again penned the text.  It portrays a young 

woman who, in the song’s first part, encounters a wild he-goat
44

 that frightens her as she 

promenades vainly in a meadow. Soon after, in the song’s second part, the maiden agrees to 

marry an old man with an appearance and character very similar to the goat.
45

 The narrator 

describes both the goat and the husband as “old” (staryi), “bearded” (borodatyi), “terrible” (zloi), 

and “an absolute devil!” (sushchii chort!). Besides these colorful descriptions, the narrator makes 

several asides in the text and song, such as “And she did!” (Nu, i vyshla!) and “Hm! What!” 

(Gm! Kak zhe!), which stem from 19
th

-century vaudeville practices.
46

 These added comments by 
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 Musorgsky, The Musorgsky Reader, 168. Musorgsky wrote about many animals in his songs and operas, 

including a magpie (a song), a beetle (the third song in his Nursery cycle), and, from Boris Godunov, a drake, a 

mosquito with a bedbug, a screech-owl and a sparrow, and a parrot, and in his last song, a flea.  
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 Vera Vasina-Grossman writes in The Russian Classical 19

th-
Century Romance (191), that here Musorgsky 

satirizes the marrying of young women to elderly men, which was common in the 19
th

 century in Russia. 
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the narrator further illuminate the absurd relationship among the three dubious characters whose 

behavior is so ridiculous that the song often moves in the sphere of the comic and farcical. 

 Musorgsky’s text, like that of the “Seminarian,” is not an elevated poetic composition. 

From the song’s title and subtitle, “He-Goat: A High-Society Fairy Tale,” he already indicates 

that the song is not a standard fairy tale, though it begins with focus on an animal, i.e., a goat. 

The title also suggests that the song does not portray an ancient or magical realm, but instead, the 

sometimes gloomy reality of the lives of 19
th

-century Russian landowners or merchants. In his 

text, Musorgsky writes with a deliberately repetitive but often modified trochaic meter that 

possesses the accentual pattern [ ˉ ˘ ] to portray the maiden’s everyday behavior and demeanor, 

as well as the extremely disordered and disheveled comportment of both the goat and the old 

man. Musorgsky concludes the song with the narrator’s “moral,” “that she was an exemplary 

wife” (shto primernaia zhena), which the listener perceives not as a standard moral lesson at the 

end of a fable or story, but rather as the narrator’s most damning statement set to a mischievous 

musical phrase. This moment thus unexpectedly and irreversibly stretches the song’s strains of 

the absurd to their maximum. 

 In the “He-Goat,” Musorgsky contrasts a bright lyricism, often also comical in character, 

which describes the young woman and her actions, with parts that portray the deliberately 

unattractive appearance and demeanor of the he-goat and, later of the husband, with fewer lyrical 

elements. The song begins with the accompaniment’s bold but brief introduction in the song’s 

4/4 time signature, with clashing chords mainly in a dark C-sharp minor key, and with four 

indications of forte, each followed by a quick decrescendo, all of which in a few measures soon 

accompanies the representation of the he-goat in mm. 10-14. The vocal part’s first phrase, “The 

maiden took a walk” (Shla devitsa progulat’sia), sets out the song’s main key as A major, in 
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piano (mm. 4-7). The melody moves almost completely in very steady quarter notes that outline 

A major while the accompaniment progresses with simple chords in the treble and a supportive 

bass line. Musorgsky here evokes his picture of the maiden through a pastel-like impression of 

the basic A major triad (mm. 4-5) and then of the timbres of C-sharp major (mm. 6-7), moving in 

both keys in gradual steps up and down of the smaller intervals of a second, third, fourth, and 

one fifth. Thus, Musorgsky portrays the maiden as being feminine and graceful, but also that she 

may be vain because she goes out into the “meadow” (luzhiok) to “show herself” 

(pokrasovat’sia) to anyone that might pass by. Musorgsky, however, in m. 8, suddenly introduces 

the arrival of the he-goat with “When suddenly towards her came a he-goat!” (Vdrug navstrechu 

ei koziol!). He here writes a tense descending run outlining a diminished seventh chord with a 

broad crescendo over the accompaniment’s densely packed inversions of the chord. This phrase 

ends with a sforzando on “goat!” that for the moment halts the song’s momentum, having strayed 

briefly from A major. 

 Musorgsky’s “play” with lyrical and more aggressive elements continues in mm. 10-14, 

where the “goat” motif (and later the husband’s), is heard for the first time since the introduction 

and now in both parts. Musorgsky portrays the narrator’s colorful words, “Old, dirty, bearded, 

frightening, terrible and all shaggy” (Staryi, griaznyi, borodatyi, strashnyi, zloi i ves’ 

mokhnatyi), in lurching dotted eighth notes tied to sixteenth notes: 
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Figure 17. “He-Goat,” mm. 10-14 

These outline the C-sharp minor root triad, C sharp and E, as well as the linking D sharp between 

them. Musorgsky, as in the accompaniment’s introduction, but here only in the vocal part, 

indicates on every beat four instances of forte, each followed by a very brief decrescendo. The 

accompaniment, in contrast, in m. 10, first presents B sharp octaves (with an added E in 

between) on strong beats, i.e., B sharp is the enharmonic equivalent of C and therefore suggests 

C major or even C minor, which conflicts with vocal part’s C-sharp minor triad. On weak beats, 

however, the accompaniment does have C-sharp minor chords that support the melody. In m. 11, 

Musorgsky places two biting tritones between both parts in fortissimo, and then in forte in the 

vocal part with two accents on the first two syllables (in Russian) of “bearded,” (boro) of 

(borodatyi). Musorgsky thus creates a discordant atmosphere to illustrate the goat.   

 Noting this part of the song, Vasilii Iastrebtsev, a student of Rimsky-Korsakov, describes 

how Vladimir Stasov, the philosophic mind behind the Mighty Handful, perceived “butting” in 

the goat’s stormy raging in mm. 10-14. Though Musorgsky does not mention this portrayal or 

action in his letters, Iastrebtsev relates that Stasov was “sent” into “raptures” of delight by this 

depiction of the bad-tempered animal.
47

 As is mentioned above, the narrator ends this part with 

his first commentary, “an absolute devil!” with two new tritones within both parts, in fortissimo 
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and with a sforzando on “devil!” 

 This forceful section is followed by a more vividly lyrical one (mm. 15-23), again in A 

major, where the young woman, seeing the “terrible” goat, becomes “frightened” (ispugalas’) of 

it and runs away to hide in a nearby bush. Musorgsky again portrays the young woman through a 

simple, bright melodic line comprised of quarter notes with a few dotted rhythms, in mezzo forte. 

The accompaniment, however, portrays the maiden’s decided nervousness with animated, lightly 

staccato sixteenth notes and anxious chromatic movement by step in both the treble and bass. 

Though the listener perceives the absurd nature of the song’s character, Musorgsky downplays 

this perception. He instead indicates his intention of a legato melodic line through his marking of 

a crescendo in each measure of this section. He also marks with forte the beginning beats of 

these measures that use a crescendo on “was frightened” (m. 16) and “ran” (“begom”) (m. 18). 

He does this to show more emphatically the extent of the young woman’s fear, where a softer 

dynamic marking would seem less truthful to the portrayal of her emotions and physical 

movements.   

 Only in m. 19 does Musorgsky allow the song to diffuse slightly toward a more 

humorous depiction: how the maiden runs “right to a bush” (priamo v kust), where she “hid,” 

(pritailas’,), “Hardly breathing,” (Ele dyshet,), “barely alive.” (chut’ zhiva.) (mm. 19-23): 

 
Figure 18. “He-Goat,” mm. 19-23 
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Musorgsky here allows both parts to move in piano and pianissimo. His creation of the contrast 

between this part and the song’s initial measures (mm. 15-18), strengthens the song structurally 

and makes the plot more believable. In m. 19, he depicts the maiden’s “running” with quick 

sixteenth notes in the accompaniment. He also continues the previous several measures’ 

enlivened lyrical vein, with the melody in rounded, short phrases in mainly quarter notes. 

Reflecting the maiden’s anxieties, both parts gradually move upwards in the treble register, most 

often in stepwise motion. This seems comical or even farcical for several reasons. The sound and 

register is ethereal while the text is conversational in character. Musorgsky also isolates each 

phrase by unexpected awkward rests and sudden but subtle key changes to F major (m. 19) and B 

major (m. 21), or through harmonic shadings in several remote seventh chords. The voice 

leading is at the same time derived from the basic methods of classical singing and composition. 

The result is an unexpected passage made of different but animated elements which produces a 

humorous picture of a fleeing maiden, which is not often the subject of art songs. 

 The song’s second main part, beginning in m. 24, parallels the first in many ways.  It 

begins with another lively description in A major of the maiden who is first preparing to wed 

(mm. 24-27) and then is already married (mm. 28-29). The narrator, however, in mm. 28-29, 

makes his first outright criticism of her, proclaiming ironically that “Indeed she did!” (Nu i 

vyshla!). Musorgsky places this statement within an outline of a discordant diminished seventh 

chord in both parts, where the absurdity of this proclamation is expressed by a downward stretch 

in the vocal part of a seventh on “she did!” (m. 29). 

 Musorgsky next brings back the goat’s theme and its accompaniment from the first part, 

but now it portrays the young woman’s new “husband” (muzh), an old man. The narrator 

describes him as “old and humpbacked, bald, terrible and bearded” (staryi, i gorbatyi, lysyi, zloi i 
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borodatyi), while depicting him in forte and fortissimo with the same jarring tritones. The 

accompaniment again, as in the song’s first part, adds dissonance through its C major and C 

minor timbres, represented enharmonically as B sharp, which conflict with the vocal part’s C-

sharp minor key. As in the song’s first part, the same blunt accents coupled with these measures’ 

powerful tritones can again be perceived as depicting “butting,” (m. 32, m. 34, and m. 35). 

 As in the song’s first part, in m. 36, the maiden’s simple melody in A major returns on 

the phrase, “So? did the maiden become frightened?” (Shtozh? devitsa ispugalas’?).  Musorgsky 

thus begins to approach the culmination. The accompaniment supports this strange question with 

animated, even playful sixteenth notes. The accompaniment, in m. 38, then continues without the 

vocal part to offer its own answer to this question, with eight more now nervous sixteenth notes 

in piano that suggest that the maiden may possibly be afraid of her unpleasant husband: 

 

Figure 19. “He-Goat,” m. 38 

 In the next measure, however, the narrator supplies his own answer, “Hm! What!” (Gm! Kak 

zhe!) (m. 39), which indicates that he is soon to reveal that the young maiden is now acting in an 

unabashedly insincere way. In m. 40, with the same vivid lyricism that has portrayed the maiden 

throughout, the narrator relates how, instead of being wary of her hideous new husband, she 

“cuddles” him (prilaskalas’). Musorgsky here illustrates this in the vocal part with a touching 

descending fourth followed by a corresponding augmented fourth. He also adds decorous 
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classical voice leading, as earlier, particularly on “assured him that she was faithful” (uveriala, 

shto verna) (mm. 42-43), where the melody has a crescendo on an exuberant leap up of a third on 

“faithful,” (verna) (m. 43), doubled by the accompaniment.   

 In m. 44, the culmination begins unexpectedly, the listener anticipating that the “tale” 

continues past this scene. The narrator briefly comments on the maiden’s feigned actions with 

the interjection, “Hm!” (Gm!), and then states that the young woman now tries to convince her 

husband that she is “in love” (vliublena) with him (m. 45). To prepare for the forthcoming 

culmination, Musorgsky places special emphasis on “in love,” indicating a crescendo on its first 

syllable, (vliub) of (vliublena), moving the melodic line down in unexpected stepwise motion, 

and concluding in the eloquent key of A minor. 

 

Figure 20. “He-Goat,” mm. 44-45 

He also indicates the tempo as “slowing down,” (zamedliaia), to prepare for the last phrase. 

Musorgsky’s employment of this seemingly distant key provides the song’s close with a lilting 

moment that briefly casts her in a slightly better light, as in the A major sections and the 

description of her fleeing. Musorgsky, however, chooses to cut the song short before the listener 
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begins to feel more sympathy for her. In m. 46, for the narrator’s final and sarcastic statement, 

“that she was an exemplary wife” (shto primernaia zhena), Musorgsky gives each syllable of this 

phrase one quarter note, which results in seven quarter notes, an odd number: 

 

Figure 21. “He-Goat,” mm. 46-49 

He also deliberately and awkwardly places the last and unaccented syllable of “exemplary,” (ia) 

of (primernaia), on the vocal part’s last downbeat (m. 47), by which he purposefully goes against 

traditional art song practices. The result is a culmination that is much like the punch line of a 

joke, as in the vaudeville tradition. Couched in a lyrical outline, the narrator makes his final 

comment that spiritedly but decisively lampoons the maiden’s deceptive conduct.    

 Thus, in the “He-Goat,” Musorgsky, through his narrator, pokes fun at some marriage 

practices in Russia in the 19
th

 century. As is usual with Musorgsky, instead of being thoroughly 

scathing or satirical, he prefers to illustrate the absurdities of human–or even animal–behavior 

and character.  This song, “He-Goat,” therefore, is a mainly humorous story that depicts three 

untrustworthy but still vivid characters, related by the narrator, so that the listener can perceive 

the liveliness and humor found in their behavior and environment. For Musorgsky, even if the 
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young woman and her new husband are dubious, and the goat is just disheveled, their story is 

worthy of a setting involving lyrical elements. Often in art song, a setting involving lyricism is 

reserved for love songs, such as Musorgsky’s own, or odes to nature. Thus, Musorgsky creates a 

more absorbing portrait of three unlikely personages and presents them with as much care and 

lyrical attention as is present in his other songs, never underestimating the vitality of any subject 

or its circumstances.   
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 Musorgsky’s early songs present a wide spectrum of lyrical expressivity. The six songs 

selected for my research, four love songs and two comic songs, portray both Musorgsky’s great 

talent for art song, as well as his own literary abilities. He presents three kinds of lyricism: an 

exuberant, highly melodious lyricism, a more impassioned and even forceful lyrical expression, 

and a lyrical quality that comprises a comedic element. Surprisingly, scholars have not focused 

on Musorgsky’s masterful ability to create highly varied melodic lines in his art songs. They also 

have not detailed his melodic approach in some of them which consist almost completely from 

lyrical expression, such as in his romance, “Night.” Musorgsky also employs elements that 

counterbalance each song’s lyrical attributes, the contrast of which reveals the underlying tension 

and psychological import within each song. He also often places within a song two kinds of 

lyricism side by side, or even all three together to construct his portrait, such as in the 

“Seminarian.” 

 Musorgsky creates two versions of a song, such as Grekov’s “Where are You, Little 

Star?” to offer two convincing interpretations of a poem’s content. The listener notes that in each 

version of a song, the literary language does not seem forced and does not stray far from the 

original poem’s imaginative conception. Musorgsky seems to delight in bringing a literary 

work’s meaning and even its sound into a musical representation. In each version of a song, 

Musorgsky strives to convince the listener of his conception, even when he decidedly alters a 

poem, such as in the second version of “Night.” Even here one can sense a direct connection to 

Pushkin’s lyric poem. Musorgsky’s strong interest in the Russian language, as well as French 

and German, and his interest in how one represents the inflections of a language in musical 
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sound, make his lyrical experiments in his early vocal compositions highly valuable for scholars 

of art song or musicians. 

 Musorgsky was inspired in his art songs by his fellow members of the Mighty Handful 

who acted as both a creative stimulus for his songs, sometimes suggesting a subject for a song, as 

well as an audience for them during and after he had written them. His companion composers 

and thinkers often expressed their amazement at Musorgsky’s ability to create songs that could 

simultaneously possess such a great variety of lyrical manifestations with subtle mixtures of 

contrasting song genres. In Musorgsky’s day, his portrayals of strikingly different personages 

through his lyrical gift also inspired great enthusiasm outside the Balakirev Circle, with many 

Russians waiting eagerly for their publication.  

 Musorgsky’s lyrical artistry is one of the fundamental reasons why his early songs, and 

indeed later ones, the latter often being musically more complex in harmony and structure, and 

whose literary texts are often even more intricate, represent a special event in 19
th

-century art 

song. Musorgsky treats each song as an individual composition, and he therefore writes songs 

that are not identical or often even similar to one another. He creates lyrical hybrids, or even 

vocal compositions of a tripartite lyrical approach, i.e., that present a heightened melodious 

quality alongside a more intense manifestation of the melody, as well as moments of a comical 

lyrical expression, to match the singularity of each song’s literary text. He accomplishes highly 

subtle lyrical maneuvers within melodic phrasing, overall musical structure, key relationships or 

internal harmonies, the setting of each text, indication of dynamics, and the utilization of song 

genres. Though many scholars who have studied Musorgsky’s songs attest to their masterful 

variety in terms of their richness of these elements, they do not often enough attempt to approach 

Musorgsky’s careful and imaginative lyrical plan.  Musorgsky’s early songs are also new in their 
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expressivity of the melodic line in that they are never far from the grounded elements of 

everyday Russian life. Musorgsky connects even his most elevated lyrical expression to the 

character’s individual position in life and his or her environment. His early songs also possess 

new harmonic characteristics that aid the melodic line in capturing the broad range of human 

character and experience, as it occurs in ordinary life. This thesis suggests the need for ongoing 

research in the early songs’ many harmonic subtleties, as well as Musorgsky’s understanding of 

each literary text that he is both inspired by and also animates in these songs. He is not 

concerned with a decidedly idealistic approach toward art song or music in general. In his early 

songs, Musorgsky spiritedly illustrates that lyricism’s eloquent possibilities can be honed to 

represent human experience directly and honestly. Therefore, working to some degree against 

traditional subjects and forms in art song, he creates striking portraits that through each sensitive 

melody reflect much more closely both human struggle and human triumph. 
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APPENDIX A 

ORIGINAL TEXTS IN TRANSLITERATED RUSSIAN OR IN ENGLISH
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1.a. “Where are You, Little Star?” (ca. 1840) by Nikolai Grekov 

 

Gde ty, zviozdochka, gde ty, iasnaia? 

Il zatmilasia tuchei chiornoiu, 

Tuchei chiornoiu, tuchei mrachnoiu? 

 

Gde ty, devitsa, gde ty, krasnaia? 

Il’ pokinula druga milova, 

Druga milova, nenagliadnogo? 

 

I ia s goresti, so liutoi toski 

Poidu vo pole, pole chistoe; 

Ne uvizhu li asnoi zviozdochki, 

Ne povstrechu li krasnoi devitsy? 

 

Tucha chiornaia skryla zviozdochku, 

Zemlia khladnaia vziala devitsu. 

 

 

Where are you, little star, where are you, bright one? 

Or were you covered by a black cloud, 

A black cloud, a dark cloud? 

 

Where are you, maiden, where are you, beautiful one? 

Or did you leave your dear friend, 

A dear friend, beloved? 

 

And I from sorrow, from fierce sadness, 

Will walk in the field, the bright field, 

Will I not see the little star, 

Will I not meet the beautiful maiden? 

 

A black cloud hid the small star. 

The cold earth took the maiden. 
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1.b. First Version (1857) Set by Musorgsky in Youthful Years, as it is heard audibly. 

 

 

Gde ty, zviozdochka, 

Akh, gde ty, iasnaia? 

Il’ zatmilasia tuchei chionoiu, 

Tuchei chiornoiu, 

Tuchei groznoiu? 

 

Gde ty, devitsa, 

Gde ty, krasnaia? 

Il’ pokinula 

Druga milova? 

Druga milova, 

Nenagliadnogo? 

 

Tucha chiornaia skryla zviozdochku, 

Zemlia khladnaia 

Vziala devitsu. 

 

 

Where are you, little star? 

Where are you, bright one? 

Or were you covered by a black cloud, 

A black cloud,  

A threatening cloud? 

 

Where are you, maiden,  

Where are you, beautiful one? 

Or did you leave  

Your dear friend, 

A dear friend,  

Beloved? 

 

A black cloud hid the small star. 

The cold earth  

Took the maiden. 
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1.c. Second, Orchestrated Version (1858), Set by Musorgsky in Youthful Years, as it is heard 

audibly 

 

Gde ty, zviozdochka,  

Gde ty, krasnaia? 

Il zatmilasia tuchei chiornoiu, 

Tuchei mrachnoiu? 

 

Gde ty, devitsa,  

Gde ty, krasnaia? 

Il’ pokinula  

Druga milova, 

Nenagliadnogo? 

 

I ia s goresti,  

So liutoi toski 

Poidu vo pole,  

Pole chistoe; 

 

Ne uvizhu li  

Iasnoi zviozdochki, 

Ne povstrechu li  

Krasnoi devitsy, 

Krasnoi devitsy. 

 

Tucha chiornaia  

Skryla zviozdochku, 

Zemlia khladnaia  

Vziala devitsu. 

 

 

Where are you, little star? 

Where are you, beautiful one? 

Or were you covered by a black cloud, 

A dark cloud? 

 

Where are you, maiden,  

Where are you, beautiful one? 

Or did you leave  

Your dear friend,  

Beloved? 

 

And I from sorrow, 

From fierce sadness, 

Will walk in the field, 

The bright field; 
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A black cloud  

Hid the small star. 

The cold earth  

Took the maiden. 
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2.a. “Night” (1823) by Alexander Pushkin 

 

Moi golos dlia tebia i laskovyi i tomnyi 

Trevozhit pozdnoe molchan’e nochi tiomnyi. 

Bliz lozha moego pechal’naia svecha  

Gorit; moi stikhi, slivaias’ i zhurcha, 

Tekut, ruch’i liubvi, tekut, polny toboiu. 

Vo t’me tvoi glaza blistaiut predo mnoiu, 

Mne ulybaiutsia, i zvuki slyshu ia: 

Moi drug, moi nezhnyi drug. . .liubliu. . .tvoia. . .tvoia!. .  

 

My voice, for you both tender and languorous, 

Disturbs the late silence of the dark night. 

Near my bed, a sad candle 

Burns; my verses, flowing and murmuring, 

Flow, streams of love, flow, full of you. 

In the darkness your eyes shine before me, 

They smile at me, and sounds I hear:  

My friend, my gentle friend. . . I love you. . . I am yours. . . yours!. .  
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2.b. Fantasy: 1
st
 Version (1864), a minor reworking by Musorgsky in Youthful Years, as it is 

heard audibly 

 

Moi golos  

Dlia tebia  

I laskovyi i tomnyi, 

Trevozhit, trevozhit pozdnoe molchan’e 

 Nochi tiomnoi. 

 

Bliz’ lozha moego  

Pechal’naia svecha gorit;  

Moi slova,  

Slivaias’ i zhurcha, 

Tekut,  

Tekut ruch’i liubvi, polny toboi,  

Tekut ruch’i liubvi 

Polny 

Polny toboi. 

 

Vo t’me nochnoi,  

Vo t’me nochnoi,  

Tvoi glaza blistaiut predo mnoi, 

Mne,  

Mne ulybaiutsia,  

I zvuki, zvuki slyshu ia: 

 

Moi drug,  

Moi nezhnyi drug. . .  

Liubliu tebia. . .  

Tvoia. . . tvoia!. . 

 

My voice,  

For you  

Both tender  

And languorous, 

Disturbs, disturbs the late silence  

Of the dark night. 

 

Near my bed,  

A sad candle burns; 

My words,  

Flowing and murmuring, 

Flow,  

Flow streams of love, full of you,  

Flow streams of love,  

Full, 
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Full of you. 

 

In the darkness of night,  

In the darkness of night, 

Your eyes shine before me, 

They smile, 

Smile at me, 

And sounds, sounds I hear: 

My friend, 

My gentle friend. . . 

I love you. . . 

I am yours. . . yours. 
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2.c. Fantasy: 2
nd

 Version (1864), a Free Reworking by Musorgsky in Youthful Years, as it is 

heard audibly  

 

Tvoi obraz laskovyi 

Tak poln ocharovan’ia, 

Tak manit k sebe, 

Tak obol’shchaet, 

Trevozha son moi tikhii 

V chas polnochi bezmolvnoi. 

 

I mnitsia, shepchesh’ ty 

Tvoi slova, 

Slivaias’ i zhurcha 

Chistoi struikoi, nado mnoiu 

V nochnoi tishi igraiut, 

Polny liubvi, 

Polny otrady, 

Polny vsei sily 

Char volshebnoi negi 

I zabven’ia. . . 

 

Vo t’me nochnoi, 

V polnochnyi chas, 

Tvoi glaza blistaiut 

Predo mnoi. 

Mne. . . 

Mne ulybaiutsia, 

I zvuki, zvuki slyshu ia: 

 

Moi drug, 

Moi nezhnyi drug! 

Liubliu tebia, 

Tvoia. . . tvoia. 

 

 

Your tender image 

So full of fascination 

So draws one to you, 

So captivates, 

Interrupts my quiet dream 

In the silent hour of midnight. 

 

And it seems that you whisper. 

Your words, 

Flowing and murmuring 

As a pure stream above me, 
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In the stillness of night, they play. 

Full of love, 

Full of joy, 

Of all the charms of magical languor. 

And oblivion. . . 

 

In the darkness of night, 

At the hour of midnight, 

Your eyes shine 

Before me. 

To me. . . 

To me they smile, 

And sounds, sounds I hear: 

 

My friend, 

My gentle friend! 

I love you, 

I am yours. . .yours. 
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3. “Song of the Balearic Islander” (1864) in Youthful Years 

Text by Musorgsky from The Lybian (Liviets) after Gustave Flaubert’s Salammbô (1862) 

 

 

V obiat’iakh devy molodoi, 

Lobzan’em zhguchim raspalennyi, 

 

Dykhan’ia zharkogo struioi, 

V roskoshnoi nege upoennyi, 

 

Pod shopot sladostnykh rechei, 

Ia zabyvaiu zvuk mechei. 

V obiat’iakh devy nezhnoi 

Ia zasypaiu bezmiatezhno, 

Ia zasypaiu. . . 

 

Zabudu l’ obraz devy miloi, 

Zabudu l’ blesk ee ochei 

I shopot sladostnykh rechei; 

Sred’ zvukov pirshestva igrivykh, 

Pod shopot sladostnykh rechei 

Ia zabyvaiu zvuk mechei. 

V obiat’iakh devy nezhnoi 

Ia zasypaiu bezmiatezhno i, 

V sladkom sne liubov’iu upoennyi 

Poiu liubov’ 

I devy chudnuiu krasu, 

I devy chudnuiu moiu! 

 

In the embraces of a young maiden, 

With a burning kiss, ablaze, 

As the breath of a hot stream, 

In the luxurious languor, intoxicated, 

 

Under the whisper of sweet words, 

I forget the sound of swords. 

In the embraces of a gentle maiden 

I fall asleep peacefully, 

I fall asleep. . . 

 

Will I forget the image of the dear maiden, 

Will I forget the shine of her eyes 

And the whisper of sweet words; 

Amid the lively sounds of feasting, 

Under the whisper of sweet speech, 
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I forget the sound of swords. 

In the embraces of a gentle maiden 

I fall asleep peacefully and, 

In sweet sleep, enraptured by love 

I sing love 

And of the enchanting beauty of the maiden 

And of my miraculous maiden!   
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4.a. “By the Don a Garden Blooms,” (1829) by Alexei Kol’tsov  

 

 

Po-nad Donom sad tsvetiot, 

Vo sadu dorozhka; 

Na neio b ia vsio gliadel, 

Sidia, iz okoshka. . . 

Tam s kuvshinom za vodoi 

Masha prokhodila, 

Tomnyi vzor potupiv svoi, 

So mnoi govorila. 

“Masha, Masha! – molvil ia. – 

Bud’ moei sestroiu! 

Ia liubliu. . . liubim li ia, 

Milaia, toboiu?” 

Ne zabyt’ mne nikogda, 

Kak ona gliadela! 

Kak s ulybkoiu liubvi 

Veselo krasnela! 

 

Ne zabyt’ mne, kak ona 

Sladko otvechala, 

Iz kuvshina, v zabyt’i, 

Vodu prolivala. . . 

Spliu i vizhu vsio eio 

Plat’e goluboe, 

Strastnyi vzgliad, kosy kol’tso, 

Lentoi perevitoe. 

Sladkii mig moi, vozvratis’! 

S Donom ia proshchaius’. . . 

Akh, nigde uzh, nikogda 

S nei ne povstrechaius’!. . 

 

By the Don a garden blooms, 

In the garden is a path; 

On it I would watch, 

Sitting at the little window. . . 

 

There with a pitcher, for water 

Masha came, 

Her languorous gaze falling, 

She talked with me. 

“Masha, Masha! – I said. – 

Be my sister! 

I love. . . will we love,  

Dear one, each other?” 
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I will never forget, 

How she looked! 

How with a smile of love 

She happily blushed! 

I will not forget, how she 

Sweetly answered, 

And from the pitcher, distractedly, 

Spilled water. . . 

I sleep and see her 

Light-blue dress, 

Passionate look, the ring of her braid, 

Intertwined with a ribbon. 

 

My sweet moment, return! 

With the Don, I bid farewell. . . 

O, nowhere to be sure, and never again 

With her will I meet! . .  
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4.b. Reworking (1867) by Musorgsky, as it is heard audibly 

 

Po-nad Donom sad tsvetiot, 

Vo sadu dorozhka; 

Na neio ia by vsio gliadel, 

Sidia, u okoshka. . . 

Raz po nei, pod vecherok, 

Masha prokhodila; 

 

Ne zabyt’ mne nikogda, 

Kak ona vzdykhala! 

Kak s ulybkoiu liubvi 

Robko otvechala; 

 

Iz kuvshina,  

V zabyt’i, 

Vodu 

Prolivala. . . 

 

Po-nad Donom sad tsvetiot, 

Vo sadu dorozhka. . . 

 

By the Don a garden blooms, 

In the garden is a path; 

On it I would watch, 

Sitting at the little window. . . 

Once, near evening time, 

Along it Masha came; 

 

I will never forget, 

How she sighed! 

How with a smile of love 

She shyly answered; 

And from the pitcher,  

Distractedly, 

Spilled 

Water. . . 

 

By the Don a garden blooms, 

In the garden is a path. . . 
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5.a. “Seminarian” (1866) First Version, Text by Musorgsky  

 

Panis, piscis, crinis, finis, ignis, lapis, pulvis, cinis. . . 

Akh ty, gore, moio gore! 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. 

Vot tak zadal pop mne tasku: 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

Po zagrivku, da po skulam on blagoslovil, 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

I desnitseiu sviatoiu pamiati lishil. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

Pamiati lishil. 

 

Sanguis, unguis et canalis, 

Sanguis, unguis et canalis. . . 

 

Fascis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. 

U popa Semiona devka znatnaia takaia: 

 

Fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. . . 

 

Shchochki, shto makov tsvet, glazki s povolokoi, 

Grud’ lebiazhaia, da pokataia, pod rubashechkoi vskolykhnulasia. 

 

Fascis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. . . 

 

Akh ty, Stiosha, moia Stiosha, tak tebia rastseloval by, 

Krepko, nakrepko, k serdtsu prizhal by! 

 

Postis, follis, cucumis, atque pollis, atque pollis, 

Postis, follis, cucumis, cucumis. . . 

 

A, namednis’, za molebnom presviatoi, i prepodobnoi, 

I preslavnoi Mitrodore. . . 

 

Sentis, caulis, atque pollis, atque pollis. 

 

Ia chital pro kimen, glas shestyi. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, et canalis. 

 

A na Stioshku levym glazom vsio posmatrival, 

A na levyi kliros vsio zagliadival, da podmargival. 
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Sanguis, unguis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

 

Chiortov bat’ka vsio provedal, menia v knizhitsu pometil. 

 

Facsis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. . . 

 

I blagoslovil vladyko po shchekam menia trikraty, 

I dolbil izo vsei mochi mne v bashku latyn’ ukazkoi. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, et canalis, sanguis, unguis et annalis, et annalis. . . 

 

Tak vkusit’ plody liubvi dovelos’ mne v khrame bozh’em. 

 

Orbis, amnis et annalis, sanguis, unguis et canalis, 

Et canalis, 

Et canalis. 

 

 

Panis, piscis, crinis, finis, ignis, lapis, pulvis, cinis. . . 

O, you, sorrow, my sorrow! 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. 

Here is how the priest punished me: 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

By the head and by the cheek-bones he blessed me. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

And with his holy right hand sent me staggering. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

Sent me staggering. 

 

Sanguis, unguis et canalis, 

Sanguis, unguis et canalis. . . 

 

Fascis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vestis, vermis, mensis. 

The priest Semion has such an excellent lass: 

 

Fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. . . 

 

Cheeks of a poppy color, with tempting eyes, 

A swan’s breast, rolling, stirring under her blouse. 

 

Fascis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. . . 
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O, you, Stiosha, my Stiosha, how I would kiss you, 

So firmly I would clasp you to my heart! 

 

Postis, follis, cucumis, atque pollis, atque pollis, 

Postis, follis, cucumis, cucumis. . . 

 

But, the other day at the service of the most holy, and most venerable, 

And the most glorious Mitrodora. . . 

 

Sentis, caulis, atque pollis, atque pollis. 

 

I was reading in the hymnal, verse six. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, et canalis. 

 

But out of my left eye I looked at Stiosha, 

Towards the left part of the choir I glanced and winked. 

 

Sanguis, unguis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

 

The Devil’s father saw it all, and wrote me down in his book. 

 

Facsis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. . . 

 

And the master blessed methree times on the cheeks 

And swatted me on the head with all his might with Latin and his teacher’s stick. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, et canalis, sanguis, unguis et annalis, et annalis. . . 

 

So that is how I came to taste the fruits of love in God’s church. 

 

Orbis, amnis et annalis, sanguis, unguis et canalis, 

Et canalis, 

Et canalis. 
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5.b.“Seminarian” (1866) Second Version, Text by Musorgsky  

 

Panis, piscis, crinis, finis, ignis, lapis, pulvis, cinis. . . 

Akh ty, gore, moio gore! 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. 

Vot tak zadal pop mne tasku: 

 

Za zagrivok da po shee on blagoslovil, 

I desnitseiu sviatoiu pamiati lishil. 

 

Fascis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. 

U popa Semiona dochka znatnaia takaia: 

 

Shchochki, chto tvoi makov tsvet, glazki s povolokoi; 

Grud’ lebiazhaia, da pokataia pod rubashechkoi vskolykhnulasia. 

 

Fascis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vestis, vermis, mensis. . . 

 

Akh ty, Stiosha, moia Stiosha, tak tebia rastseloval by,  

Krepko, nakrepko k serdtsu prizhal by! 

 

Postis, follis, cucumis, atque, pollis, atque, pollis. . . 

Cucumis, cucumis. . . 

 

A, namednis’, za molebnom presviatoi i prepodobnoi, 

I preslavnoi Mitrodore, ia chital pro kimen, glas shestyi. 

 

A na Stioshu levym glazom vsio posmatrival, 

A na levyi kliros vsio zagliadival, da podmargival. 

 

Chortov bat’ka vsio provedal, menia v knizhitsu pometil, 

I blagoslovil vladyko po sheiam menia trikraty, 

I dolbil izo vsei mochi mne v bashku latyn’ ukazkoi. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, et canalis, sanguis, unguis et annalis, et annalis. 

Tak ot besa iskushen’e dovelos’ priniat’ mne v khrame bozh’em. 

 

Amnis et annalis, sanguis, unguis, et canalis, 

Et canalis, 

Et canalis. 

 

Panis, piscis, crinis, finis, ignis, lapis, pulvis, cinis. . . 

O, you, sorrow, my sorrow! 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. 
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Here is how the priest punished me: 

 

By the head and by the neck he blessed me 

And with his holy right hand sent me staggering. 

 

Fascis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis, 

The priest Semion has such an excellent daughter: 

 

Cheeks of a poppy color, with tempting eyes; 

A swan’s breast, rolling, stirring under her blouse. 

 

Fascis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vestis, vermis, mensis. . . 

 

O, you, Stiosha, my Stiosha, how I would kiss you, 

So firmly I would clasp you to my heart! 

 

Postis, follis, cucumis, atque, pollis, atque, pollis. . . 

Cucumis, cucumis. . . 

 

But the other day at the service of the most holy and most venerable 

And most glorious Mitrodora, I was reading in the hymnal, the sixth verse. 

 

But out of my left eyeI looked at Stiosha, 

Towards the left part of the choir I glanced and winked. 

 

The Devil’s father saw it all, and wrote me down in his book, 

And the master blessed me three times by the neck, 

And swatted me on the head with all his might with Latin and his teacher’s stick. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, et canalis, sanguis, unguis et annalis, et annalis. 

So that is how the Devil’s temptation found me in God’s church. 

 

Amnis et annalis, sanguis, unguis, et canalis, 

Et canalis, 

Et canalis. 
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6. “He-Goat: A High-Society Fairy Tale” (1867) Text by Musorgsky 

 

 

Shla devitsa proguliat’sia,  

Na luzhok pokrasovat’sia. . . 

Vdrug navstrechu ei koziol! 

 

Staryi, griaznyi, borodatyi, 

Strashnyi, zloi i ves’ mokhnatyi,  

Sushchii chort! 

 

I devitsa ispugalas’,  

Ot kozla begom pomchalas’  

Priamo v kust,  

I pritailas’, 

Ele dyshet,  

Chut’ zhiva. 

 

Shla devitsa pod venets,  

Znat’ prishla pora ei zamuzh. . .  

Nu i vyshla! 

 

Muzh i staryi, i gorbatyi, 

Lysyi, zloi i borodatyi,  

Sushchii chort. 

 

Shto-zh, devitsa ispugalas’? 

 

Gm! Kak zhe! 

 

Ona k muzhu prilaskalas’,  

Uveriala, shto verna,  

Gm! Shto v muzha vliublena,  

Shto primernaia zhena. 

 

 

The maiden took a walk,  

To show herself in the meadow. . . 

When suddenly towards her came a he-goat! 

 

Old, dirty, bearded, 

Frightening, terrible and all shaggy,  

An absolute devil! 

 

And the maiden was frightened,  

She ran from the goat  
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Right to a bush,  

And hid, 

Hardly breathing,  

Barely alive. 

 

The maiden went under the crown,  

As it had come time for her to be married. . .  

And indeed she did! 

 

Her husband was old and hump-backed, 

Bald, terrible and bearded,  

An absolute devil. 

 

So? Did the maiden become frightened? 

 

Hm! What! 

 

She cuddled her husband, 

Assured him that she was faithful,  

Hm! That she was in love with him, 

 

That she was an exemplary wife.  
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APPENDIX B 

ORIGINAL RUSSIAN POEMS IN CYRILLIC 
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1. “Where are You, Little Star?” by Nikolai Grekov (ca. 1840s) 

«Где ты звёздочка?» Николай Греков (около 1840-х годов) 

 

 

Где ты, звёздочка, где ты, ясная? 

Иль затмилася тучей чёрною,  

Тучей чёрною, тучей мрачною? 

 

Где ты, девица, где ты, красная? 

Иль покинула друга милова, 

Друга милова, ненаглядного? 

 

И я с горести, со лютой тоски 

Пойду во поле, поле чистое; 

Не увижу ли ясной звёздочки, 

Не повстречу ли красной девицы? 

 

Туча чёрная скрыла звёздочку, 

Земля хладная взяла девицу. 

 

 

2. “Night” by Aleksandr Pushkin (1823) 

«Ночь» Александр Пушкин (1823) 

      

 

Мой голос для тебя и ласковый и томный 

Тревожит позднее молчанье ночи тёмной. 

Близ ложа моего печальная свеча 

Горит; мои стихи, сливаясь и журча, 

Текут, ручьи любви, текут, полны тобою. 

Во тьме твои глаза блистают предо мною, 

Мне улыбаются, и звуки слышу я: 

Мой друг, мой нежный друг. . . люблю. . .твоя. . .твоя. . 

 

3. “Song of the Balearic Islander” by Musorgsky (1864). After Flaubert’s Salammbô 

«Песнь Балеарца» Мусоргский (1864). По роману Саламбо Флобера 

 

 

В объятях девы молодой, лобзаньем жгучим распалeнный, 

Дыханья жаркого струёй, в роскошной неге упоенный, 

Под шопот сладостных речей, я забываю звук мечей. 

 

В объятях девы нежной я засыпаю безмятежно, 

Я засыпаю. . . 

 

Забуду ль образ девы милой, забуду ль блеск её очей, 
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И шопот сладостных речей; средь звуков пиршества игривых,  

Под шопот сладостных речей, я забываю звук мечей.  

 

В объятях девы нежной я засыпаю безмятежно и, 

В сладком сне, любовью упоенный, пою любовь, 

И девы чудную красу, и деву чудную мою! 

 

 

4. “By the Don a Garden Blooms” by Aleksei Kol’tsov (1829) 

«По-над Доном сад цветёт» Алексей Кольцов (1829) 

 

 

По-над Доном сад цветёт, 

Во саду дорожка; 

На неё б я всё глядел, 

Сидя, из окошка. . . 

 

Там с кувшином за водой 

Маша проходила, 

Томный взор потупив свой, 

Со мной говорила. 

 

«Маша, Маша! – молвил я.  

Будь моей сестрою! 

Я люблю. . . любим ли я, 

Милая, тобою?» 

 

Не забыть мне никогда, 

Как она глядела! 

Как с улыбкою любви 

Весело краснела! 

 

Не забыть мне, как она 

Сладко отвечала, 

Из кувшина, в забытьи, 

Воду проливала. . . 

 

Сплю и вижу всё её 

Платье голубое, 

Страстный взгляд, косы кольцо, 

Лентой перевитое. 

 

Сладкий миг мой возвратись! 

С Доном я прощаюсь. . . 

Ах, нигде уж, никогда 

С ней не повстречаюсь! . .  
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5. “Seminarian” by Musorgsky. Original Version of Text (1866): 

«Семинарист» Мусоргский. Первоначальная версия текста (1866): 

 

 

Panis, piscis, crinis, finis, ignis, lapis, pulvis, cinis. . .  

Ах ты, горе, моё горе! 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. 

Вот так задал поп мне таску! 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

По загривку, да по скулам он благословил, 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

И десницею святою памяти лишил. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

Памяти лишил. 

 

Sanguis, unguis et canalis. 

Sanguis, unguis et canalis. . . 

 

Facsis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. . . 

У попа Семёна девка знатная такая: 

 

Fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. . . 

 

Щочки, что твой маков цвет, глазки с поволокой, 

Грудь лебяжая, да покатая, под рубашечкой всколыхнулася. 

 

Facsis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. . .  

 

Ах ты, Стёша, моя Стёша, так тебя расцеловал бы, 

Крепко, накрепко, к сердцу прижал бы! 

 

Postis, follis, cucumis, atque pollis, atque pollis, 

Postis, follis, cucumis, cucumis. . . 

 

А, намеднись, за молебном пресвятой, и преподобной, 

И преславной Митродоре. . . 

 

Sentis, caulis, atque pollis, atque pollis. 

 

Я читал про кимен, глас шестый. 
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Orbis, amnis et canalis, et canalis. 

 

А на Стёшку левым глазом всё посматривал, 

А на левый клирос всё заглядивал, да подмаргивал. 

 

Sanguis, unguis et canalis, orbis, amnis et canalis. . . 

 

Чёртов батька всё проведал, меня в книжицу пометил. 

 

Facsis, axis, funis, ensis, fustis, vectis, vermis, mensis. . .  

 

И благословил владыко по щекам меня трикраты, 

И долбил изо всей мочи мне в башку латынь указкой. 

 

Orbis, amnis et canalis, et canalis, sanguis, unguis et annalis, et annalis. . . 

 

Так вкусить плоды любви довелось мне в храме божьем. 

 

Orbis, amnis et annalis, sanguis, unguis et canalis,  

Et canalis,  

Et canalis. 

 

 

   

6. “He-Goat: A Worldly Fairytale” by Musorgsky (1867) 

«Козёл: Светская сказочка» Мусоргский (1867) 

 

 

Шла девица прогуляться, на лужёк покрасоваться. . . 

Вдруг навстречу ей козёл!        

Старый, грязный, бородатый, 

Страшный, злой и весь мохнатый, сущий чорт! 

 

И девица испугалась, от козла бегом помчалась 

Прямо в куст, 

И притаилась, 

Еле дышет, чуть жива. 

 

Шла девица под венец, знать пришла пора ей замуж. . . 

Ну и вышла! 

Муж и старый, и горбатый, 

Лысый, злой и бородатый, сущий чорт! 

 

Чтоже девица испугалась? 

Гм! Как же!  
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Она к мужу приласкалась, уверяла, что верна, 

Гм! Что в мужа влюблена, что примерная жена. 
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